A most glamorous cruise; this journey is for those who truly appreciate the finer things in life. With chic coastal towns such as Portofino and Sorrento on the agenda, why not treat yourself to a private tour, a gastronomic meal or a trip to Calvi. Dubrovnik continues the glamorous theme but with an added element of Slavic beauty. End your journey in the sheer loveliness of exquisite Venice.

**MONTE CARLO to VENICE**

+1-888-978-4070
or contact your travel agent

Silversea Cruises | Silver Whisper | Voyage WH20081009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DURATION</th>
<th>DEPARTURE</th>
<th>FARES FROM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9 DAYS</td>
<td>AUG 10, 2020</td>
<td>US$ 6,500 (PER GUEST)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fares shown are per guest


To view all terms and conditions please visit: [https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html](https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html)
EXCURSIONS

MONTE CARLO
Monaco
Monday 10 Aug

5 Excursions in MONTE CARLO

1 - Riviera Corniches

Experience the exquisite beauty of the French Riviera during this picturesque sightseeing drive through the Grande, Middle, and Lower Corniches. Between Nice and Menton the pine-forested Alpes drop precipitously to the sea, creating one of the most dramatic and inspiring views in Europe. Carved into the mountainside are three roads known as the Corniches.

Depart the pier via coach for a scenic sightseeing drive through the French Riviera.

La Turbie

Your journey begins on the Grande Corniche, which offers marvelous vistas extending as far as Italy. A stop is then made at the village of La Turbie. Located at an altitude of 1,575 feet (473 metres), the village offers splendid panoramic views of the coast and Monaco.

Eze

After a brief photo stop at La Turbie, continue along the Middle, or ‘Moyenne’ Corniche for scenic views that extend to the north and village of Eze, where a comfort stop is made before continuing on to Nice. En route, admire stunning views of Beaulieu, Cap Ferrat and Villefranche.

Nice

Upon arrival in Nice, take a brief orientation tour along the Promenade des Anglais and past some of the town’s beautiful squares. Following your orientation tour, continue on with the return drive to Monte Carlo via the Corniche Inférieure, or Lower Corniche, which runs along the foot of the mountain slopes and follows the coastal road.

Take in splendid vistas of picturesque Villefranche and a charming fishing village en route to the ship.

code: MCM-B

VIEW MORE ABOUT THIS CRUISE:

To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
Explore Monte Carlo at your leisure during your full-day (8-Hour) sightseeing tour via private car. Customize your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area's highlights.

Depart the pier with your English-speaking guide in an air-conditioned car and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.

Please note: This Silver Shore Privato tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending on availability. Participation is limited to 2 guests per car. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program. Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary.

Code: MCM-W
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3 - Silver Shore Privato: Private Car &amp; Guide (Half-Day)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explore Monte Carlo at your leisure during your half-day (4-Hour) sightseeing tour via private car. Customize your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area's highlights.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depart the pier with your English-speaking guide in an air-conditioned car and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Please note: This Silver Shore Privato tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending on availability. Participation is limited to 2 guests per car. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program. Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>●●●● code: MCM-V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To view all terms and conditions please visit: [https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html](https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html)
Explore Monte Carlo at your leisure during your full-day (8-Hour) sightseeing tour via private van. Customise your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area’s highlights.

Depart the pier with your English-speaking guide in an air-conditioned van and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.

Please note: This Silver Shore Privato tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending on availability. Participation is limited to 6 guests per van. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program. Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary.

●●●● code: MCM-Y
Explore Monte Carlo at your leisure during your half-day (4-Hour) sightseeing tour via private van. Customise your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area’s highlights.

Depart the pier with your English-speaking guide in an air-conditioned van and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.

Please note: This Silver Shore Privato tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending on availability. Participation is limited to 6 guests per van. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program. Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary.

Code: MCM-X
1 - Camogli Exploration

You will meet your English speaking guide at the tender pier and walk to the minibus. After a 45 minutes' drive you will reach Camogli where you will have a guided tour and some free time. Camogli is a small fishing village and a famous tourist resort located just at the basis of Monte di Portofino, in the province of Genoa, on the Italian Riviera. The name Camogli has a double meaning in Italian. The first translation, "houses close together" - "case a mucchi" is the italian translation of the Genoese dialect sentence "cà a mûggi" - is apparent when strolling through the town's narrow streets, which are lined by tall columns of pastel-colored homes. The second meaning, "houses of wives" - "casa delle mogli" is the italian translation of the Genoese dialect sentence "cà de möggê" - refers to the sea captains, sailors, and fishermen's wives, who traditionally spent their time at home while their husbands were out in the sea. Camogli has ancient origins, since prehistoric times, as shown by traces of human settlements found at Castellaro dating to the XII and XIII centuries BC. In the same area were also found some Roman artefacts dating back to the second century BC. The next historical certified evidence of Camogli existence is contained in a document of the Middle Ages, the date ranges between 1018 and 1045, in which Camogli is cited with as 'Villa Camuli'. The first core of the village dates back to medieval and develops in the area called 'Isola', where there is the Castel Dragone also known as 'Castello della Dragonara'. In the Middle Age the castle was built as a fortress to defend Camogli during the pirate raids from the sea. In the sixteenth century, the castle ceased to be a fortress and was used as a prison. Camogli features a small harbor, with colorful houses built right up to the fine beach and guarantees a very special gastronomy tradition (focaccia in particular). The basilica Santa Maria Assunta, the largest of the town's five churches, is beautifully decorated with art and gold left by many of the town's seamen when they died. Right next to it, you'll find an old castle which today houses a small aquarium. Return to Portofino by minibus afterwards.

To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
2 - Hiking to San Fruttuoso

You will meet your hiking guide at the tender pier and you will hike to San Fruttuoso.

This route is a very scenic one and it does not present major difficulties even if it must be pointed out that the initial stretch is a steep and strenuous climb. So the guests must be aware of this difficult part. The departure is in Via Fondaco, the road to the parking lot at the bottom of Portofino, which goes through under the Carabinieri station. Beyond the hotel, the road turns into a flight of wide stone steps and concrete, very well kept, which winds through the vegetation. After 10’, in the locality Palara, a gate bars access but only to prevent the entry of wild animals, then you can go with the recommendation to close it behind. At the exit of a short tunnel created by the shrubs, left to the right, the detour to the village of San Sebastian, the trail continues to climb straight. A second gate meets a little later to Cappeletta, turn right after 50 meters the trail forks: left reaches "Base 0" (and then San Fruttuoso), right up to Pietre strette.

The trail, mostly dirt roads and flat, winds through the countryside to places Vessinaro, where the deviation to "Cala degli Inglesi" (beautiful cove accessible only by feet or by boat), the path goes right under the chestnut trees and after 5’ is entered, a short distance, on a steep paved road that ends in front of some houses. Having taken the path on the left that move to the western side of the promontory that overlooks the numerous coves below, alternating short stretches to flatter many ups and downs in the midst of protruding rocks, we arrive, after 1 hour and 10 ‘from the start, in the locality Base 0. Base 0, military post during World War II, is today a staging point from which panoramic, turning right you can get stones Narrow. From here the trail enters the woods and down in a steep and irregular path, with large panoramic views over the village. The arrival in San Fruttuoso is based at the landing of helicopters, from here you continue in the middle of some homes and, passing under a porch, you enter the first of two enchanting bays.

After the visit and some free time, you will return to Portofino by public motor boat. It will be a short ride of approx. 30 minutes.

●●●○○ code: PTF-O


To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
3 - Kayak Experience in Portofino

You will meet your tour leader at the tender pier and you will walk to Niasca bay where the kayak experience will begin. This tour will make you explore the beauty of the Tigullian Bay by kayak. Guided by marine biologists and local experts in off-track excursion, the staff assures not only the best company and highest quality of sea sport instruction and guiding, but the chance to come in contact with the most peculiar and traditional aspects of this small and rich natural sanctuary and its costumes. Guides of the Marine Protected Area will bring you in an ecological tour to discover ecosystems, habitats, and wildlife.

You will start from Niasca where you will be briefed on how to paddle on a kayak and then you will be ready to explore the Tigullian Bay coast, starting from Niasca and leaving the spectacular view of Paraggi Gulf behind you. You will then reach the port of Portofino and reach the “Olivetta” small beach, soared above by century-old maritime pine trees. A stretch of coast rich with caves and inlets - which are accessible only by kayak - will soon start. Here you will be able to spot a great variety of species (grey herons, cormorants and dolphins). Passing by the “Punta del Faro”, the lighthouse, the panorama will change: no trace of civilization can be seen as the wild nature is finally prevails! After you kayak experience, you will paddle back to Niasca and return to Portofino on foot afterwards.

code: PTF-L


To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
You will meet your English speaking guide at the tender pier and begin the walking tour of Portofino.

Through the centuries Portofino functioned primarily as a fishing village and, occasionally, as a small naval port, today it is a classy resort-village. Portofino's miniscule bay is neatly packed with pricey yachts, common pleasure boats and, as a vestige of its past, some fishing boats. The waterfront is lined with multicoloured pastel buildings, canopied outdoor cafes and a quay fit for strolling young lovers and its surrounding hills host bougainvillea-garnished villas owned by the rich and famous. If you don't bring your camera to Portofino you will regret it. The town is striking with its brightly colored antique buildings hovering over sparkling blue water. And the surrounding luxuriant green hillsides of the Portofino Promontory are equally stunning.

A very pleasant walk heads up to the right as you face the Harbour: here you'll find a very attractive walking path through one of the largest concentrations of flora and fauna in the Mediterranean. For some fantastic views of the entire bay and the Tigullian Gulf, you will walk up the hill to the Church of San Giorgio. Perched high above the town, this church contains relics of St. George brought over by crusaders from the Holy Land. From here you can walk to another great lookout point at the Punto del Capo, the Portofino lighthouse.

You will then head to the public pier and board the public boat for a short ride to Santa Margherita Ligure.

A beautiful old resort town favored by well-to-do Italians, Santa Margherita Ligure has everything a Riviera playground should have—plenty of palm trees and attractive hotels, cafés, and a marina packed with yachts. Some of the older buildings here are still decorated on the outside with the trompe l’oeil frescoes typical of this part of the Riviera. This is a pleasant, convenient base, which for many represents a perfect balance on the Italian Riviera: more spacious than the Cinque Terre; less glitzy than San Remo; more relaxing than Genoa and environs.

After 45 minutes’ tour with your guide you will have free time in this little town. You can have lunch in one of the many nice restaurants or do some shopping.

The guide will give you the public boat ticket that you can use to return to Portofino independently whenever you wish.

Here is the timetable of the public ferry from Santa Margherita to Portofino:

13.15
14.15
15.15

Code: PTF-F
A very pleasant walk heads up to the right as you face the harbour: here you’ll find a very attractive walking path through one of the largest concentrations of flora and fauna in the Mediterranean. For some fantastic views of the entire bay and the Tigullian Gulf, you will walk up the hill to the Church of San Giorgio.

This small church, sitting on a ridge above Portofino, is said to contain the relics of its namesake, brought back from the Holy Land by the Crusaders. Portofino enthusiastically celebrates St. George’s Day every April 23.

Pristine views can be had from the deteriorating faro (lighthouse) at Punta Portofino, a 15-minute walk along the point that begins at the southern end of the port. Along the seaside path you can see numerous impressive, sprawling private residences behind high iron gates.

●●●●○ code: PTF-G
6 - Rapallo & Culinary Experience

You will meet your guide at the pier and you will walk to the coach parking. Here you will board your 13 / 14-seater minibus to Rapallo. Liguria is home to some of Italy’s most iconic foods and no one is more passionate about pasta, pesto, focaccia and other local products than your local host Guido. Join him on today’s tour behind the gastronomic scenes of lovely Rapallo. WB Yeats, Max Beerbohm and Ezra Pound all garnered inspiration in Rapallo and it’s not difficult to see why. With its bright-blue changing cabins, palm-fringed beach and diminutive 16th century castle perched above the sea, the town has a poetic and nostalgic air. It’s at its busiest on Thursdays, when market stalls fill central Piazza Cile. The city prides itself in showcasing the best of Ligurian cuisine, a tradition that capitalizes on the treasures of the mountains and the sea, and there’s no one better to show you around than keen connoisseur, master chef and all-around charmer Guido!

Meet him at one of the city's most unique monuments, the Musical Kiosk with its fanciful fresco, before continuing on to Rapallo's vibrant food market to explore the produce and herbs that feature in Ligurian recipes.

The tour continues to a nearby artisanal pasta factory, where a local chef makes traditional stuffed pasta called pansoto with market-fresh herbs, a few ingredients and his trusty rolling pin. Next it's time for some street food - Guido introduces you to his favorite focaccia baker serving this cheesy, decadent treat hot from the iron with a glass of local Vermentino wine. For the final stop, follow Guido to his own bottega, a veritable emporium filled to the rafters with delicacies like cured meats, oils and vinegars, and handmade pasta. Here, you'll have the chance to make pesto alla Genovese - 'pounding' (pestare, like the name says) the aromatic basil leaves into a fine paste with garlic, cheese, pine nuts and Ligurian extra virgin olive oil using a marble mortar and a pear-wood pestle. Pandolce is also on the menu; enjoy this traditional Christmas cake containing raisins, nuts and sundried raisins with a sweet Moscato from nearby Portofino and toast to the stellar recipes and lifelong memories you'll be taking home.

© code: PTF-H

VIEW MORE ABOUT THIS CRUISE:  

To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
7 - Santa Margherita & Sestri Levante

Ride the waters of the Italian Riviera and discover the beauty of two of its highlights. Enjoy a coastal cruise within the Tigullio Gulf, and time to step off the boat and explore Sestri Levante and Santa Margherita Ligure.

Sestri Levante

Walk a short distance from the pier and step aboard your transportation for the day’s 4-hour tour. Ride along the sparkling coast of the Tigullio Gulf for 45 scenic minutes. Dock in beautiful Sestri Levante, formerly an island which has since been joined to the mainland. Its promontory stretches out into the gulf, creating two bays: the Bay of Silence (Baia del Silenzio) and the Bay of Fairytales (Baia delle Favole) in recognition of Hans Christian Anderson, the famous writer of fables who lived here for a short time.

While Sestri Levante was once a simple fishing community, it is changing in the face of growing tourism and a new town is developing alongside its charming old town. Pastel buildings dot the beautiful curved harbour, filled with luxury yachts and fishing boats alongside one another. On land, see the architectural evidence of this town’s ancient roots, extending as far back as the 10th century. Look for the medieval fortification remnants and Roman ruins of the Oratory of Santa Caterina that fell victim to the conquest of Napolean in the 18th century.

Santa Margherita Ligure

Return to the boat to travel another 30 minutes to visit lovely Santa Margherita Ligure. Alight on land and enjoy an hour to yourself in this city that is known for its elegance and atmosphere that mingle many different historic eras in artful fashion. Stroll the charming streets and soak up the unique charm of this town nestled around its port, with nautical, medieval, and Belle Epoque influences in its architecture. Enjoy the effect of the cobbled streets, medieval churches and elegant hotels that make this place fascinating, refined, and yet still understated as compared to other Italian Riviera destinations.

After some time to shop or sit down and relax over a coffee, it is time to return to the more ostentatious Portofino. Enjoy your last brief boat ride (15 min) and return to the ship.

●●○○ ○ code: PTF-P

VIEW MORE ABOUT THIS CRUISE:

To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
Explore Portofino (Tigullio area only) at your leisure during your full-day (8-Hour) sightseeing tour via private car. Customise your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area's highlights.

Depart the pier with your English-speaking guide in an air-conditioned car and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.

code: PTF-W

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8 - Silver Shore Privato: Private Car &amp; Guide (Full-Day)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explore Portofino (Tigullio area only) at your leisure during your full-day (8-Hour) sightseeing tour via private car. Customise your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area's highlights.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depart the pier with your English-speaking guide in an air-conditioned car and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

code: PTF-W


To view all terms and conditions please visit: [https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html](https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html)
9 - Silver Shore Privato: Private Car & Guide (Half-Day)

Explore Portofino (Tigullio area only) at your leisure during your half-day (4-Hour) sightseeing tour via private car. Customise your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area’s highlights.

Depart the pier with your English-speaking guide in an air-conditioned car and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.

code: PTF-V
Explore Portofino (Tigullio area only) at your leisure during your full-day (8-Hour) sightseeing tour via private van. Customise your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area’s highlights.

Depart the pier with your English-speaking guide in an air-conditioned van and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.

code: PTF-Y
Explore Portofino at your leisure during your half-day (4-Hour) sightseeing tour via private van. Customise your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area's highlights. Depart the pier with your English-speaking guide in an air-conditioned van and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.

code: PTF-X
Indulge your senses at perhaps the most luxurious and prestigious grand hotel in all of Italy during this half-day, olive oil tasting and lunch excursion at the legendary Splendido Hotel.

Portofino, Splendido Hotel

Depart the pier for the short drive to the Splendido Hotel. This 19th-century villa, grafted onto the remains of a 16th-century monastery, has been a hotel since 1901. A fabled retreat of the internationally rich and famous, rock stars and Oscar winners since the early-1950s, the Splendido Hotel is perhaps the most luxurious, prestigious and famous grand hotel in all of Italy. It is perched in a panoramic position atop the headland. A series of olive-lined, rosemary-scented paths wrap around the scenic pool terrace, and stretch along the hillside to various little lookout.

Welcome Cocktail, Terraced Gardens, Swimming Pool, Restaurant, Breath-Taking Gulf Views

Upon arrival, enjoy a welcome cocktail served at the hotel's terraced gardens, which are situated above the swimming pool and overlook the sea. As regular guests at the Splendido know, Antonio is one of the world's great barmen. His regular refrain, “You’re in my heart”, reflects his dedication to everyone who visits. Following your glass of Bellini, you are seated at the hotel’s restaurant, which also offers commanding views over the gulf.

Lunch with Olive Oil Tastings and Wine

The Splendido’s Maître d’Hotel entertains you with an introduction to the tradition, history, secrets and properties of olive oil, the main ingredient of Italian recipes. Olive oil is an important component of Italian cuisine, and mainly used to prepare Ligurian pesto sauce, pasta and beans soup, minestrone, grilled or boiled fish, and cooked or raw meat. However, the best way to taste it is over a slice of baked bread or fresh green salad. During your delicious lunch with wine, sample olive oils from different parts of Italy, such as Puglia (southern Italy), Tuscany (central Italy) and Liguria (northern Italy). After this unforgettable lunch, re-board your minivan and commence the short drive back to the pier.

☑️ code: PTF-Q
**ROME (CIVITAVECCHIA)**
Italy
Wednesday 12 Aug

16 Excursions in ROME (Civitavecchia)

| 1 - A walk in Rome |

Discover some of the most famous squares, fountains and paintings in Rome during this picturesque, full-day sightseeing excursion to Rome.

**Civitavecchia, Rome, Trevi Fountain, Free Time, Gelato Tasting**

Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately 90-minute drive to Rome. Upon arrival, meet your local guided and begin your guided walking tour with a stroll to the Trevi Fountain. Upon arrival, capture the magic of the city’s grandest fountain and one of the Baroque masterpieces of Rome. According to popular belief, tossing a coin in the fountain assures your return to Rome. Some free time is made here to take photos of your surrounds, and enjoy a refreshing and delicious Italian gelato.

**Piazza Colonna, Palazzo Ferrajoli, Palazzo Chigi, Lunch, Pantheon**

Next, head to the Piazza Colonna for a visit to the historic Palazzo Ferrajoli, located in front of the Palazzo Chigi, official residence of the Prime Minister of the Italian Republic. Following your visit, proceed to a local restaurant for a light Italian lunch. After lunch, walk to the Pantheon for an interior visit to of the best-preserved building from ancient Rome. This magnificent, 1st-century temple was converted into the Church of Santa Maria ad Martyres in the 7th century. The Pantheon is also the burial place of the great artist, Raphael.

**Church of S. Luigi dei Francesi, Caravaggio Paintings, Piazza Navona, Fountain of the Four Rivers**

Leaving the Pantheon, walk to the Church of S. Luigi dei Francesi, a church serving Rome's French community since 1589. This opulent church is home to a celebrated trio of Caravaggio paintings; the Vocazione di San Matteo (Calling of Saint Matthew), the Martirio di San Matteo (Martyrdom of Saint Matthew) and San Matteo e l’angelo (Saint Matthew and the Angel), known collectively as the ‘St. Matthew Cycle’. Following your visit, head to Piazza Navona and walk through the square, said to be the most beautiful in Rome. Some free time is made available here to photograph the **Fountain of the Four Rivers**, a fountain sculpted by Bernini that represents the four great rivers of the world. At the conclusion of your visit, walk to the coach pick-up point and commence the approximately 1.5-hour drive back to the pier.

⚠️  ⚠️  ⚠️ code: CIV-O

---

**VIEW MORE ABOUT THIS CRUISE:**

To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
2 - Ancient Tarquinia & Wine Tasting

Explore the medieval history, mystery and flavours of Tarquinia during this fascinating, half-day sightseeing excursion.

Civitavecchia, Tarquinia, Necropolis

Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately 30-minute drive to Tarquinia. Founded in the 7th century B.C., it is today renowned as a magnificent Etruscan burial ground. Upon arrival, a guided visit is made to the Necropolis, which contains thousands of tombs dating from the 6th to the 1st century B.C., many of which have yet to be explored.

Medieval Old Town, Palazzo Vitelleschi, Etruscan Museum

Next, re-board your coach and head to the Old Town of Tarquinia. Upon arrival at this medieval town, take a guided walking tour. Along the way, a stop is made at the Palazzo Vitelleschi, an excellent example of early-Renaissance architecture. The Palazzo’s Etruscan Museum houses the archaeological remains of the mysterious Etruscan population. Following a guided tour of the museum, re-board your coach and continue on to a local farmhouse. Upon arrival, enjoy a tasting of wine and local specialities. At the conclusion of your visit, re-board your coach and commence the approximately 30-minute drive back to the pier.

Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking for approximately 0.93 miles (about 1.5 kilometres), at times over uneven and cobblestone surfaces and inclines, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach and at the farmhouse. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Guests are advised to wear lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking shoes, and bring sun protection and Euros for purchases from the ship. Guests must be at least six years old to participate on this tour. Guests must be at least 18 years old to participate in tastings of alcoholic beverages. The shops in Tarquinia are independently-owned, and may be closed during your visit. The tour sequence may vary depending on traffic and local conditions. Space on this tour is very limited; we suggest you book in advance to avoid disappointment.
Discover the exquisite beauty, charm and flavours of Bracciano Lake and Trevignano Village during this scenic and relaxing, half-day sightseeing excursion.

Civitavecchia, Bracciano Lake, Boat-Ride, Green Hills, Medieval Towns

Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately one-hour drive to Bracciano, a volcanic lake covering the entire dimension of the ancient crater. Upon arrival, embark a motorboat for a scenic, approximately 45-minute cruise along Bracciano Lake. During this relaxing cruise, marvel at the green hills covered by trees and medieval towns, whilst the lake mirrors its exquisite surrounds.

Trevignano Village, Ice Cream, Free Time, Cantina Torrimpietra, Wine Tasting with Local Specialities

Next, head to the quaint village of Trevignano. Upon arrival, stop for a refreshing ice cream, followed by some free time to explore the village at your leisure, and, perhaps, take a leisurely stroll along its narrow streets. Afterward, re-board your coach and continue on to Cantina Torrimpietra, a local winery that produces the traditional wine of the area. Upon arrival, proceed for a wine tasting accompanied by local specialities. At the conclusion of your visit, re-board your coach and commence the 45-minute drive back to the pier.

Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking, at times over uneven surfaces, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach and embark/disembark the boat, and at the sites visited. Walking at Trevignano Village is at the discretion of each guest. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Guests are advised to wear lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking shoes, and bring sun protection and a light sweater or jacket from the ship. Guests must be at least six years old to participate on this tour. Guests must be at least 21 years old to be served alcoholic beverages. Space on this tour is very limited; we suggest you book in advance to avoid disappointment.

code: CIV-S


To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
4 - Colosseum, Sistine Chapel & St. Peter’s Basilica (wheelchair accessible)

This tour involves a minimal amount of walking and is specially designed for guests with limited mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair or a scooter.

This accessible Rome shore excursion will leave you in awe of the beauty captured in the most popular highlights of the Italian capital city! Explore the ancient Rome Colosseum, experience the breathtaking St. Peter's Basilica and see the stunning Sistine Chapel ceiling.

Rome, Roman Colosseum, lunch

Start your tour by heading out on a comfortable drive into Rome. Escorted by your knowledgeable tour guide, you will experience the famous Roman Forum, see the Arch of Titus and visit the enormous Roman Colosseum. Have your camera ready for some spectacular vacation photos here! Your guide is eager to share the history and other fascinating facts with you as you explore these ancient sites together. After your visit here, enjoy a Delicious lunch at an accessible restaurant.

Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel, Rafael Rooms, St.Peter’s Basilica

The second part of your tour continues with time to explore the Vatican! Visit the fascinating Vatican Museums, the breathtaking Sistine Chapel and the ornate St. Peter's Basilica. You will see wonders such as Michelangelo's Pieta, and the tombs of Popes John Paul II and John XXIII.

Afterwards, return to the ship.

* code: CIV-Q


To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
Experience the spectacular history and flavours of Old Italy during this half-day excursion to the Etruscan countryside. The walled Etruscan city of Tuscania is a charming medieval town nestled in the Italian hillside outside of Rome.

Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately 45-minute drive through the Etruscan countryside, and then proceed to the top of a rocky hill for a visit to the small town of Tuscania.

Tuscania

Upon arrival, take a guided walking tour through the narrow, cobbled lanes of Tuscania’s medieval centre, which is still surrounded by walls and towers. The Tuscia region was the cradle of Etruscan civilisation, and pre-dates the emergence of the Roman Empire. This ancient town was partly-destroyed by a severe earthquake in 1971. Since then, the houses have been rebuilt or restored, and Tuscania has regained its former appearance.

Farmhouse Visit

After a photo stop in a Tuscania, re-board your coach for the brief drive to Casale Bonaparte Farm (or similar), a family-owned farm that produces olive oil, a variety of vegetables and jam. Upon arrival, the owner explains the process of olive oil production, an Etruscan tradition that dates from ancient times. Sample different olive oils served with typical bruschetta bread, and accompanied by tomatoes, cheeses, salami and local wine.

Following your visit, re-board your coach for the approximately 45-minute return drive to the pier.

●●●● code: CIV-H
6 - Guided Tour of Ancient Rome

Take a stroll through ancient Rome during this full-day shopping and sightseeing excursion to the 'Eternal City', with guided visits to the Roman Coliseum and Roman Forum.

Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately 1.5-hour drive to St. Peter's Square. Upon arrival, drive to the Coliseum drop-off point. After donning your headset, begin your guided and narrated visit of the Coliseum.

Roman Coliseum

A longstanding symbol of the greatness of Rome, the Coliseum is one of the world’s most celebrated monuments. Centuries ago, ancient Romans flocked here to witness gladiatorial contests and other spectacles. Completed around 80 A.D., the Coliseum featured 76 numbered entrances, marble seating for 80,000 spectators, and subterranean passages where animals and equipment were kept. The arena floor was frequently flooded to host naval combats. Some free time is made available during your visit for photo opportunities.

Roman Forum & Arch of Constantine

Next, proceed on foot to the Roman Forum, known as the heart of ancient Rome. Here, the creation of the Roman civilisation is reflected in the vast ensemble of ruins. Walk through Sacred Way, or 'Via Sacra', the route followed by religious and triumphal processions. After the visit, walk to the coach pick-up point and re-board your coach for the drive to St. Peter's Square.

Rome at Your Leisure

The remainder of your time in Rome is made available for independent shopping and exploration, and lunch at your own expense. At the appointed time, meet your guide back at St. Peter's Square, walk to the coach pick-up point and commence the approximately 1.5-hour drive back to the pier. To ensure a prompt departure, please return to the meeting point on time.

●●●● code: CIV-D

To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
Discover Rome's highlights with a panoramic journey through the Eternal City, the world's biggest open air museum. Rome is without a doubt one of the most beautiful cities in the world with modern and ancient side by side. It is one of the most photogenic cities too when you think of what you can see; The Vatican, St. Peter's Square and the Colosseum, just to name a few.

Rome

Depart the pier in Civitavecchia by coach for the 90-minute transfer into Rome. Upon arrival, begin a panoramic exploration of the Eternal City's highlights. Pass the Colosseum, Circus Maximum, and St. Angelo Castle, S. Maria Maggiore Basilica, Via Veneto, Villa Borghese before arriving at Saint Peter's Square.

In the Square, you will have approximately 45 minutes of free time to further explore the area before re-joining your guide to begin the 90-minute return transfer to Civitavecchia and your awaiting ship.

code: CIV-A
8. Pasta making at local Farmhouse

Learn Italian cooking techniques to make and cook delicious fresh pasta and dessert to impress your friends at your next dinner party back home.

Following your journey into the Etruscan Countryside, lead to a local Farmhouse. Here enjoy the opportunity to take part in an authentic “Pasta cooking class”. Surrounded by the beautiful landscape of the countryside, under the guidance of your fun and friendly Italian host, learn Italian cooking techniques to prepare a delicious local meal with special focus on making fresh pasta dishes and a typical desert.

At the end of your cooking class, enjoy the meal and the dessert you’ve made accompanied by wine from the region.

After this unique culinary experience, make your way back to the ship.

Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking for approximately 0.2 miles (about 300 meters), at times over uneven and cobblestone surfaces, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach and at the farmhouse. This tour is suitable for guests with limited mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair but must transfer from chair. Lightweight, comfortable clothing and walking shoes are recommended.

Code: CIV-P


To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
9 - Pope's Estate & Private Apartment in Castel Gandolfo

- 4 stars
- code: CIV-M
Discover Rome at your own pace during a full day of independent exploration and shopping in the 'Eternal City'. Rome contains the highest concentration of historical and architectural riches in the world. The historical centre, outlined by the enclosing Aurelian Walls, layering nearly three thousand years of antiquity, is an invaluable testimony to the European western world’s cultural, artistic and historical legacy. Rome is also the heart of Catholic Christianity, it is the only city in the world to host an entire foreign state within its confines, the enclave of the Vatican City, and it is for this very reason that it is often referred to as the capital of two States.

Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately 1.5-hour drive to Rome.

Rome

Upon arrival in the city, leave the coach close to Vatican City and proceed on-foot with your tour escort to St. Peter's Square. This central location is an easy gateway to Rome's main attractions and shopping streets. Armed with a city map and directions from your escort, the remainder of your day in Rome is made available for shopping, exploration and lunch on your own.

At the appointed time, meet your escort back at St. Peter's Square, walk to the coach pick-up point and commence the approximately 1.5-hour drive back to the pier. To ensure a prompt departure, please return to the meeting point on time.

In order to maximize your time in the 'Eternal City', the Hop-on, Hop-off and a fast track for the Vatican Museum will be made available for purchase during the transfer to Rome, and billed to your onboard cabin account (based on local conditions).

●●●○○ code: CIV-B

VIEW MORE ABOUT THIS CRUISE:

To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
11 - Rome by Ape Calessino

Discover Rome and its most famous highlights on an Ape Calessino, an iconic symbol of transportation made in Italy. Ride through the Eternal City in this unique vehicle and view some of the most interesting and significant monuments.

Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately 1.5-hour drive to Rome.

Rome via Ape Calessino

Following your journey to St. Peter's Square, proceed with your guide to the starting point for the Ape Calessino experience.

On board your Ape Calessino enjoy a panoramic drive passing by the most interesting and significant monuments that the Eternal City has to offer.

Discover Ancient Rome and the Imperial Forum, the Coliseum, the Arch of Constantine and Circus Maximus. Also enjoy the Capitoline skyline from the Gianicolo Hill and reach the Piazza of the Knights of Malta, where you can browse through the famous "Hole of Rome", Castel Sant'Angelo and Saint Peter's in the Vatican which are only some of the numerous places that you will visit.

At the end of the tour free time is at your disposal at Vatican area for independent lunch, shopping or independent exploration before meeting your tour guide at St. Peter's Square to rejoin the coach for the drive back to the pier.

●●●○○ code: CIV-E

VIEW MORE ABOUT THIS CRUISE: 

To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
Explore Rome at your leisure during your full-day (8 Hour) sightseeing tour via private car. Customise your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area's highlights.

Depart the pier with your English-speaking driver in an air-conditioned van, and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your English-speaking guide will be joining you when in Rome. Your exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.

code: CIV-W
Explore Civitavecchia/Rome and its surrounds at your leisure during your half-day (4-Hour) sightseeing tour via private car.
Customise your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area's highlights.

Depart the pier with your English-speaking driver in an air-conditioned van, and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your English-speaking guide will be joining you when in Rome. Your exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.

code: CIV-V
Explore Rome at your leisure during your full-day (8 Hour) sightseeing tour via private van. Customise your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area's highlights.

Depart the pier with your English-speaking driver in an air-conditioned van, and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your English-speaking guide will be joining you when in Rome. Your exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.

code: CIV-Y
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>15 - Silver Shore Privato: Private Van &amp; Guide (Half-Day)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explore Civitavecchia/Rome and its surroundings at your leisure during your half-day (4 Hour) sightseeing tour via private van. Customise your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area's highlights.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depart the pier with your English-speaking driver in an air-conditioned van, and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your English-speaking guide will be joining you when in Rome. Your exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

code: CIV-X
16 - Truffle-Hunting Experience with Lunch

Explore the world of the elusive, prized truffles, and learn how to procure and prepare them, during this picturesque, full-day truffle-hunting excursion with lunch.

Civitavecchia, Riserva Naturale Monterano

Depart Civitavecchia for the scenic, approximately 75-minute drive to Riserva Naturale Monterano, a nature reserve north of Rome. This time of year, the quest is on in the countryside as truffle hunters and their well-trained dogs sniff out this coveted, subterranean fungus, known as ‘tartufi’ in Italian. Upon arrival at the reserve, meet your truffle hunters, one human and the other canine, and spend approximately two hours searching the forest for these elusive culinary jewels.

Truffle-Hunting, Private Home, Truffle-Cooking Demonstration

During the hunt, learn all about the symbiotic relationship between trees and truffles, growing cycle. In addition, discover how the dogs are trained and why they replaced pigs, which were traditionally utilised for the hunt but far more inclined to consume these tasty treasures than the dogs. After the hunt, transfer to a nearby private house of the truffle hunter. Upon arrival, observe and learn how to prepare and cook these pungent morsels in several different dishes.

Lunch with Local Wine

Following the truffle-cooking demonstration, you are served a glass of local wine and lunch consisting of the meals you have just watched being prepared. After lunch, re-board your coach and commence the approximately 75-minute drive back to the pier.

Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of walking for approximately two miles (about 3.2 kilometres), at times over uneven, cobblestone, and natural surfaces and hills, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach and at the sites visited. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility, and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Guests are advised to wear warm, comfortable clothing in layers with sturdy, flat and closed-toe walking shoes, and bring sun protection from the ship. Guests must be at least 21 years old to be served alcoholic beverages. Space on this tour is extremely limited; we suggest you book well in advance to avoid disappointment.

*  •  •  •  •  code: CIV-T
SORRENTO
Italy
Thursday 13 Aug
12 Excursions in SORRENTO

1 - Amalfi Coastal Drive

Travel the Amalfi Coast, considered one of the most beautiful coastal drives in the world. Explore the village of Amalfi, sample southern Italian cuisine, and shop for souvenirs and majolica ware on this full-day tour and transfer.

Tender ashore and meet the shuttle bus for the short drive to the upper terrace of Sorrento, where your coach awaits. Then, begin the approximate 1.5-hour drive along scenic the Amalfi Drive, the conventional name of a stretch of road which runs along the Amalfi Coast between the southern Italian towns of Sorrento and Amalfi, originally built by the Romans.

For the greater part of its route, the road is carved out of the side of the coastal cliffs, giving spectacular views down to the Tyrrhenian Sea and on the other side up to the towering cliffs above.

Amalfi

Amalfi is a romantic, Moorish-style resort town overlooking the Bay of Salerno at the foot of the steep Lattari Hills. In the centre of the town stands the 11th-century Cathedral of St. Andrew, said to hold the remains of the apostle. Distinctive for its black-and-white facade and its mosaics, the building features bronze doors cast in Constantinople in 1066 and a bell tower dating to the 13th century.

Upon arrival, your guide leads you to the main square, the Piazza del Duomo pointing out the main highlights, including the cathedral along the way. The next two hours are yours to explore the narrow alleyways lined with shops and boutiques and enjoy free time and lunch at any one of its many cafés at your own expense.

At the designated time, re-board the coach at the meeting area for the return drive to Sorrento via Vietri sul Mare.

●●●○○ code: RRO-E
2 - Amalfi Walking Tour

Amalfi, a rare place where photographs simply don’t do the sights justice, enjoy the world famous coastal drive to Amalfi. Explore up close and personal on this walking tour through the seaside village of the Amalfi Coast. Explore the small streets and walk in the footsteps of history where the beauty of this ancient place comes alive.

Amalfi Coastal Drive

On arrival at the pier, shuttle buses take you to the upper terrace of Sorrento where your coach awaits. Travel approximately 1.5 hours along the Amalfi Drive. Pass Positano, a pretty fishing village, which has become a colony of artists and writers.

Amalfi

Amalfi is a romantic, Moorish-style resort town overlooking the Bay of Salerno at the foot of the steep Lattari Hills. In the center of the town stands the 11th-century Cathedral of St. Andrew, said to hold the remains of the apostle. Distinctive for its black-and-white facade and its mosaics, the building features bronze doors cast in Constantinople in 1066 and a bell tower dating to the 13th century.

Head out from the Piazza del Duomo and explore the narrow alleyways lined with shops and boutiques and enjoy free time for own lunch.

Walking Tour

For those Guests interested, follow your guide and visit the monumental complex of the Cathedral of St. Andrew: the Bell Tower, the Cloister of Paradise, the Basilica of Crucifix, with its frescoed chapels and the museum with sacred treasure, The Crypt, built in 1206 to hold the sacred remains of St. Andrew Apostle, the Moorish style Cathedral, which features stunning the 11th century bronze door from Constantinople.

Continue on to the Amalfi Paper Museum, located in a 14th century medieval paper-mill and which hosts machineries and instruments used in the ancient paper-mills. The ancient technologies, restored and active, reconstruct the entire production cycle of the paper.

Among the century-old tools in the museum it is possible to admire the ancient wooden mauls, operated by a hydraulic wheel; the press used to remove the water in excess from the paper; the continuous printing machine. The museum gives also the opportunity of assisting the handmade paper production and the functioning of the ancient water-mills, moved by the waters of the Canneto torrent.

Then, walk back to Piazza Duomo, dominated by the impressive façade of the St. Andrew Cathedral and have some free time for lunch on your own.

Your tour concludes when you return to Sorrento.

●●●● code: RRO-B
3 - Amalfi drive, Ravello, Positano & Lunch at Hotel Caruso

Treat yourself to the beauty and wonder of the world-renowned Amalfi Coast on this outing that includes a visit to Ravello, Positano and lunch at the famous 5-Star Caruso Hotel. Positano is the Coast's most picturesque and photogenic town; with vertiginous houses tumbling down to the sea in a cascade of sun-bleached peach, pink and terracotta colours. No less colourful are its steep streets and steps lined with wisteria-draped hotels, smart restaurants and fashionable boutiques.

Depart the pier and board a private minibus for the scenic, one-hour drive along the spectacular Amalfi Coast to Ravello and Positano. The narrow road winds along the side of rocky seaside cliffs, and offers breath-taking views of the Italian Riviera. Marvel at the rocks rising from the sea, and see small boats in sheltered sandy coves that look like brightly-coloured toys from above. During the journey, a brief photo stop is made overlooking the lovely village of Positano.

Positano

Upon arrival in Positano, a short walk brings you to the city's main centre. Following a brief introductory tour, continue exploring on your own or browse the designer boutiques, souvenir shops and art galleries found along the main street and some narrow alleys.

Once a small fishing village, Positano is now the star attraction of the entire Amalfi coast. White Moorish-type houses cling dramatically to slopes around a small sheltered bay. Many of the houses can only be reached via steep staircases. A 1.5-hour visit allows you to take in the unique setting and special ambience of Positano. At the appointed time, re-join your guide and re-board the minibus for your drive along the Amalfi Coast to Ravello.

Ravello

Visit the exterior of its ornate cathedral, founded in 1086, which contains two medieval pulpits, Roman sarcophagi and paintings by southern Renaissance artist Andrea da Salerno. Your visit concludes with a stop at Villa Rufolo and the garden that inspired Richard Wagner to develop the magical garden of Kilingsor in the second act of Parsifal.

Lunch at Hotel Caruso

Proceed on foot (approximately 15 minute walk) for lunch. Famed for its fresh, local Mediterranean taste, the Hotel Caruso offers diners traditional Italian specialities and innovative dishes. Enjoy a delicious three-course lunch and endless views.

Leaving the hotel, return to Sorrento. Upon arrival in Sorrento, you may opt to return directly to the pier, or remain in the main centre for independent exploration and return to the ship on a later shuttle (time permitting), or find their own way back at their own expense.

△  ●●○○  code: RRO-U


To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
4 - Capri & Positano

This full day tour allows you to visit two of the region’s most iconic and beautiful sites. The crags and grottoes of Capri have been dazzling visitors since the Ancient Greeks first settled the island. It's easy to understand why artists and writers have been immortalizing Capri’s beauty and history for centuries. Positano is a small picturesque town with splendid coastal views, on the famous Amalfi Coast in Campania, Italy. The town itself is perched on an enclave on the face of a hill and winds down towards the waters of the Amalfi Coast. Naturally beautiful, Positano attracts thousands of visitors every year.

Capri

Your tour begins with a five minute walk to the hydrofoil terminal. This 30-minute cruise over the turquoise waters of the Gulf of Naples is truly stunning. Upon arrival in Capri, ride the funicular or a local mini-bus up the rocky hill to La Piazzetta, the heart of Capri. Your guide will escort you through the narrow streets to Capri's main square. The bustling square is lined with sidewalk cafes. Take in the ambience or visit the Gardens of Augustus, offering views of the bay of Marina Piccola and the famous off-shore rocks of Faraglioni.

Positano

After seeing one of Italy's most famous towns, you will return to the pier and cruise by jet-foil to the village of Positano. An idyllic retreat, Positano affords lightly-hued homes with vine-covered stairways and a harbour filled with brightly coloured fishing boats. Enjoy time at leisure to explore this elegant spot with its designer boutiques, shops, and seaside cafes. After re-joining your guide you will commence the return trip by driving along a portion of the Amalfi Coast, as you head back to Sorrento. Upon arrival, should time permit, your guide will give you the option of independently exploring the town centre or return directly to the ship.

●●●● code: RRO-J

To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
Experience a taste of life on the 'Island of Dreams' during this full-day excursion to Capri. Capri’s beguiling combination of fabled beauty and hedonism has charmed Roman emperors, Russian revolutionaries and Hollywood stars for decades. It’s the perfect microcosm of Mediterranean appeal - a smooth cocktail of chichi piazzas and cool cafes, Roman ruins and rugged seascapes.

On the southern edge of the Gulf of Naples lies the Isle of Capri, often called the 'Island of Dreams'. Roman emperors Augustus and Tiberius found peace and beauty here, as have the many celebrities who have visited the island. Upon seeing Capri’s impressive cliffs and brightly-coloured villas, it’s easy to understand the island’s universal appeal.

Capri

After meeting your guide on the pier, walk to the hydrofoil/ferry terminal and embark your hydrofoil/ferry for the scenic cruise to the beautiful ‘Blue Island’ of Capri. Upon arrival at Capri’s Marina Grande, walk to the mini-bus station, then depart for the drive to the upper village of Ana Capri. The drive is via a winding road, and offers magnificent views of the island and the nearby gulf.

Ana Capri

While in Ana Capri, browse the many shops or explore some of the main attractions. Visit the famous Villa San Michelle, or take a ride on the chair-lift to Monte Solaro, the highest point on the island and a favourite of Emperor Augustus. Ample time is made available for lunch in one of the hotels or seaside cafés (*al fresco* dining is recommended). Next, re-board the mini-bus for the brief drive to lovely Capri Town.

Capri Town

While in Capri Town, feel free to explore the town on your own or follow the guide on the short walk to the Augustus Gardens. From the park’s spectacular vantage-point, view the Marina Piccola and the legendary Faraglioni Rocks, three enormous rocks that protrude from the blue waters of the Tyrrhenian Sea. Leaving the Augustus Gardens, approximately two hours is yours to have lunch on your own, visit the famous shopping street of Via Camerelle or wander through the central square; or ‘Piazzetta’.

Following your visit, re-board the mini-bus for the transfer to the Marina Grande, then embark the hydrofoil for the return ride to Sorrento. Upon arrival at the hydrofoil terminal walk back to the pier and re-board the ship.

●●●● ○ code: RRO-F


To view all terms and conditions please visit: [https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html](https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html)
6 - Evening Cooking Lesson in a Private Villa

Discover the secrets to preparing authentic Italian cuisine during this half-day cooking lesson with dinner at an exclusive private villa in Sorrento.

Depart the pier for the brief transfer to a private villa, which is nestled amidst an amazing setting with beautifully manicured gardens, orange and lemon trees, a swimming pool, typical ‘pergolato’, ceramic decorations, old palms, and English lawns full of coloured flowers and fountains.

Cooking Class

Upon arrival, you are welcomed by the owners and served an aperitif before commencing your cooking class in a warm, relaxed atmosphere. Learn the secrets to preparing traditional Italian cuisine with an emphasis on Neapolitan recipes. All recipes are delivered in a relaxed atmosphere and the class will last approximately 3-hours. During your cooking class, take a break to visit the wine cellar for a tour and tasting.

Following your cooking lesson, enjoy the meal you have helped to prepare by the pool or under a ‘pergolato’, and receive a certificate of graduation from the cooking lesson.

Afterward, re-board your coach and commence the approximately 30-minute drive back to the pier.

Please note: This tour involves a minimal amount of walking, with a few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach. This tour is suitable for guests with limited mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Lightweight, comfortable clothing and flat, closed-toe walking shoes are recommended. Minimum suggested age to participate is 21 years old.

●●●● code: RRO-I
Marvel at the spectacular panoramic beauty of the Amalfi Coast and Naples from three unique perspectives during this unforgettable, full-day excursion via air, sea and land.

Sorrento, Helicopter Flight-Seeing Journey, Mt. Vesuvius, Pompeii, Herculaneum

Your tour begins with a private, approximately 30-minute transfer to the helicopter terminal. Upon arrival, receive your flight instructions, board your helicopter and lift-off for your helicopter flight-seeing journey. After lift-off, head towards the still-active Mt. Vesuvius. Its eruption in 79 A.D. was responsible for the death of Pompeii; today, see a lava river that was formed by its last eruption in 1944. Continuing on, view Pompeii, one of the most famous excavations in the world, and Herculaneum, another town destroyed by Mt. Vesuvius.

Naples, Castel Nuovo, Piazza Plebiscito, Royal Palace, Opera House, Dolomitic Cliffs, Positano

Next, fly on to Naples for spectacular panoramic views over the city and its surrounds. Soar over Castel Nuovo, a medieval fortress, and Piazza Plebiscito, the largest square in town. Modelled after Bernini’s St. Peter’s Square in Rome, Piazza Plebiscito is situated near the Royal Palace, San Carlo Opera House, Umberto Gallery, St. Francis Church, and Castel Dell’Ovo. Changing routes, see the dramatic Dolomitic Cliffs and picturesque fishing village of Positano as you soar over the dramatic Amalfi Coast.

Ravello, Gulf of Naples, Cathedral, Ravello, Free Time, Villa Rufolo

Lend at the promontory to the quaint village of Ravello, which is perched on a 350-foot-high (about 107-metre-high) cliff overlooking the Gulf of Naples. Visit the exterior of its ornate Cathedral, which was founded in 1086 and contains two medieval pulpits, Roman sarcophagi and paintings by southern Renaissance artist Andrea da Salerno. Afterward, enjoy some free time in Ravello, or make an optional visit to Villa Rufolo. Upon arrival, marvel at the garden that inspired Richard Wagner to develop the magical Garden of Kilingsor in the second act of Parsifal.

Amalfi Coast, Lunch, Positano, City Centre, Guided Tour, Free Time, Boat-Ride

Following your visit to Ravello, proceed for lunch at a deluxe hotel on the Amalfi Coast. After lunch, drive along the Amalfi Coast to Positano. An idyllic retreat, Positano features lightly-hued homes with vine-covered stairways and a harbour filled with brightly-coloured fishing boats. Accessible only by mini-bus, journey into the city centre and embrace its beauty, charm, elegant boutiques and seaside cafés during a guided walking tour. Afterward, some free time is made available here for shopping and independent exploration. Your tour concludes with a private, approximately 45-minute motorboat-ride back to the pier, with exquisite coastal views from the sea en route.

Important note: Due to local Customs rules, the photocopy of passport of all participants is required to take part in this tour. Please provide it to Shoreconcierge@silversea.com within 72 hours prior to the excursion’s date.
8 - Helicopter Adventure & the Isle of Capri

Embrace the scenic beauty of the Gulf of Naples and Sorrento in a unique new way during this scenic Silver Shore Privato flight-seeing tour along the Amalfi Coast, a guided tour of Capri and lunch at the island’s celebrated 5-star Grand Hotel Quisisana.

After tendering ashore, depart the pier via private van for the transfer to the Sorrento Helicopter Terminal. Following your safety and tour instructions, safely board the helicopter and prepare for take-off on this adventure.

Helicopter Flight

Once airborne, the flight heads in the direction of the breath-taking Amalfi Coast, and offers spectacular vistas of steep cliffs and picturesque villages. Next, fly over the archaeological sites of Pompeii and Herculaneum, excavated towns that were destroyed by the disastrous eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 79 A.D. and close by the symbol of the Bay of Naples, Mt. Vesuvius, the still-active volcano which features a lava river formed by the last eruption in 1944.

Capri

Upon landing, take a private taxi transfer to the Blue Grotto's boat dock, then board a rowboat for a visit inside the famous cavern. In case of very bad sea conditions, the Blue Grotto visit is replaced by a visit to Axel Munthe's in Ana Capri, or the funicular to Monte Solaro.

Lunch at the Grand Hotel Quisisana

Next, transfer via private taxi to Capri Town. Upon arrival walk to the 5-star Grand Hotel Quisisana for a three-course lunch, choosing from the menu of the day.

Augustus Gardens

After lunch, take a guided stroll to the beautifully-landscaped Augustus Gardens for splendid views and photo opportunities. Following your visit, some free time is made available for shopping before a private taxi transfer to Marina Grande. Upon arrival, board the jetfoil for the 30-minute trip to Sorrento.

Your tour concludes with a brief walk back to the pier.

Important note: Due to local Customs rules, the photocopy of passport of all participants is required to take part in this tour.
Please provide it to Shoreconcierge@silversea.com within 72 hours prior to the excursion’s date.

ᴖ ▶ ◁ ◂ ◄ code: RRO-D

VIEW MORE ABOUT THIS CRUISE:
To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
Explore Sorrento at your leisure during your full-day (8-hour) sightseeing tour via private car. Customize your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area's highlights.

Depart the pier with your English-speaking guide in an air-conditioned car and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.

Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending on availability. Guide is English-speaking. Participation is limited to 2 guests per car. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this programme. Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary.

Code: RRO-W
10 - Silver Shore Privato: Private Car & Guide (Half-Day)

Explore Sorrento at your leisure during your half-day (4-hour) sightseeing tour via private car. Customize your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area's highlights.

Depart the pier with your English-speaking guide in an air-conditioned car and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.

Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending on availability. Guide is English-speaking. Participation is limited to 2 guests per car. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this programme. Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary.

●●●● code: RRO-V

To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
Explore Sorrento at your leisure during your full-day (8-hour) sightseeing tour via private van. Customize your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area's highlights.

Depart the pier with your English-speaking guide in an air-conditioned car or van and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.

Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending on availability. Participation is limited to 6 guests per van. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this programme. Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary.

●OOOO code: RRO-Y
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>12 - Silver Shore Privato: Private Van &amp; Guide (Half-Day)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explore Sorrento at your leisure during your half-day (4-hour) sightseeing tour via private car or van. Customize your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area's highlights.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depart the pier with your English-speaking guide in an air-conditioned van and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending on availability. Participation is limited to up to 6 guests per van. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this programme. Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Code: RRO-X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VIEW MORE ABOUT THIS CRUISE:**

To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
The famous archaeological site of Pompeii is regarded as the world's finest example of an ancient Roman town, and offers visitors an insight into the life of a bygone era. Buried for centuries, it was not until 1748 that the Pompeii was rediscovered and its excavations began. Explore the ruins of this city on this half-day excursion.

After tendering ashore, board the local shuttle to the uptown meeting point where your coach will be waiting. A drive of approximately 45-60 minutes takes you to the excavated town of Pompeii. En route, you may be able to catch a glimpse of Mount Vesuvius.

Upon arrival in Pompeii, your guided walking tour begins through the ancient streets, providing a unique opportunity to learn about the historical events and the tragic end of the city’s 20,000 people. The catastrophic eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 79 A.D. surprised the population of this prosperous provincial capital and resort town, burying it under 20 feet (6 metres) of ash and pumice stone, yet preserving an entire city.

See the mansions and artwork of the wealthy residents who moved to Pompeii to escape the turmoil of Ancient Rome. On display are numerous paintings and inscriptions, including notices about wine sales, apartment vacancies, upcoming events, political announcements, and even personal love notes. In addition to several homes, highlights also include the Forum, open and covered theatres, and the Stabian Baths. The pathways are endless and the buildings fascinating. Some of the mansions still retain their original marble decorations, well-preserved frescoes and splendid mosaics. Following your visit to this amazing site, return to the coach parking area and re-board your coach for the drive back to Sorrento.

Please note: This tour takes place entirely on foot and requires an extensive amount of walking on cobblestones and uneven surfaces. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility or those who utilise a wheelchair. Comfortable walking shoes are recommended. A minimum number of guests per guide are required to operate this programme.
Experience the ruins of Pompeii in a unique new way during an unforgettable, 3-D sightseeing excursion to this fabled ancient city.

**Sorrento, Mount Vesuvius and Pompeii**

Depart the pier for the short transfer to the coach terminal, then board your awaiting coach for the approximately one-hour drive to Pompeii. En route, you may catch a glimpse of Mount Vesuvius. The famous archaeological site of Pompeii is regarded as the world's finest example of an ancient Roman town, and offers visitors an insight into the life of a bygone era. The catastrophic eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 79 A.D. surprised the population of this prosperous provincial capital and resort town, burying it under approximately 20 feet (about six metres) of ash and pumice stone, thus preserving an entire city. Upon arrival in Pompeii, special headsets are provided to show you Pompeii as it once was, immersing you in a 360º, 3-D world that brings this ancient city to life at each point-of-interest.

**Forum, Open and Covered Theatres, and Stabian Baths**

Your guided walking tour begins through the ancient city streets, providing a unique opportunity to learn about the historical events and tragic end of the city's 20,000 people. Along the way, see the mansions and artwork of the wealthy residents who moved to Pompeii to escape the turmoil of Ancient Rome. On display are numerous paintings and inscriptions, including notices about wine sales, apartment vacancies, upcoming events, political announcements, and even personal love notes. In addition to several homes, highlights also include the Forum, open and covered theatres, and the Stabian Baths. The pathways are endless, and the buildings fascinating. Some of the mansions still retain their original marble decorations, well-preserved frescoes and splendid mosaics.

**Free Time and Scenic Drive Back to Sorrento**

Following your guided tour, some free time is made available to explore the excavations at your leisure. Leaving Pompeii, re-board the coach for the approximately one-hour drive back to Sorrento. Upon arrival at the coach terminal, commence the short transfer back to the pier or opt to remain in Sorrento City for shopping and individual exploration, and return to the ship at a later time (via shuttle).

---

**2 - Ancient Pompeii with 3-D Devices**

To view all terms and conditions please visit: [https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html](https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html)
3 - Silver Shore Privato: Private Car & Guide (Half-Day)

Explore Sorrento at your leisure during your half-day (4-hour) sightseeing tour via private car. Customize your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area’s highlights.

Depart the pier with your English-speaking guide in an air-conditioned car and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.

Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending on availability. Guide is English-speaking. Participation is limited to 2 guests per car. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this programme. Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary.

●●●● code: RRO-V

To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
Explore Sorrento at your leisure during your half-day (4-hour) sightseeing tour via private car or van. Customize your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area's highlights.

Depart the pier with your English-speaking guide in an air-conditioned van and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.

Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending on availability. Participation is limited to up to 6 guests per van. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this programme. Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary.

●○○○ code: RRO-X

To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
5 - Sorrento Coast & Tasting at Michelin Quattro Passi

Depart Sorrento for a one-hour scenic drive along the spectacular Sorrento coast on this tour. The narrow road winds along the side of rocky seaside cliffs and offers breath-taking views of the Italian Riviera.

Marvel at the rocks rising from the sea and see small boats in sheltered sandy coves that look like brightly coloured toys from above. During the journey, a short stop for photos will be made overlooking the two Gulfs of Naples and Salerno. Then proceed along the Coast to Nerano Bay, home of the famous, Michelin-rated Quattro Passi restaurant and cellars.

Quattro Passi Restaurant & Cellars

Upon arrival, an expert sommelier welcomes you inside an antique wine cellar for an aperitif. This excellent wine cellar is dug out of the tufa rock, and well-stocked with the finest Italian and international labels. Next, commence a tasting of their local wines and cheeses served with bruschetta and olive oil.

Following your visit, re-board your coach for the drive back to Sorrento. Upon arrival at the bus terminal, change to the local shuttle bus for the ride down to the harbour, or remain in the main centre for individual exploration and return to the ship on a later shuttle (time permitting).

●○○○ code: RRO-G


To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
Spend your time in Corfu visiting some of the best highlights that the island has to offer.

**Achilleion Palace**

Depart the pier via coach for the 30-minute drive to Gastouri. Your first stop is the Achilleion Palace, the former residence of Empress of Austria and later that of Kaiser Wilhelm II. Visit the museum and see many of the mementos of both Monarchs. Enjoy the spendour of the Palace's landscaped gardens with the many beautiful statues that include the famous Triumphant Achilles and Dying Achilles. After your visit, re-board the coach and depart for Kanoni.

**Kanoni**

Following a scenic drive along the coastal road of Perama, you arrive at Kanoni, a suburb of Corfu town. A brief stop allows time to admire the views and take photographs of the famous Mouse Island and the small islet with the nunnery of The Holy Virgin of Vlacherena.

**Corfu Old Town**

Continuing on via coach to Corfu town, now a member of the UNESCO World Heritage List, take a guided walking tour in the historical center of the fascinating old city past sights that include the Residence of the British High commissioner, a splendid Edwardian building completed in 1824. Once the seat of the Knights of Saint Michael and Saint George until 1864, it later became the Palace of the King of Greece. Note the bronze statue of the British High Commissioner, Sir Frederick Adam. Walk through Corfu's Historical Center, past Town Hall, once a Venetian theater, built in 1690, and the Church of Saint Spyridon, Patron Saint of Corfu with its rare icons and where the holy body of the Saint lies in a crypt.

After your walking tour, re-board your coach for the return to the pier. Guests may remain in town and use shuttle bus to return back to the pier.
Explore the picturesque countryside, traditional villages, olive groves, and beautiful green hills of Corfu during this scenic and fun-filled, half-day Jeep excursion.

Korakiana

After receiving a brief tour description from your guide, depart the pier via Jeep for the drive up the main coastal road leading to the northeastern part of Corfu. Upon reaching Dassia, take the small village road leading through the village of Kato Korakiana.

Sokraki, Troumbetta Pass, Makrades, Colombos’ Taverna & Local Snack

Next, drive through the traditional old village of Scripero and stop for photos at Sokraki. From here, drive over the Troumbetta Pass, proceed along picturesque Kratsalo Road and pass by typical small Corfiot villages before reaching the village of Makrades. A stop is made here at the renowned Colombos Taverna for Corfiot snack and refreshment.

Bella Vista and Lakones & Paleokastritsa

Afterward, re-board your jeep and drive to nearby Bella Vista. Following a photo stop here for spectacular views of Paleokastritsa, drive through the village of Lakones and then the bay of St. Spyridon, free time is made available for swimming and sunbathing at your leisure, or optional boat at your own expense before taking the main Paleokastritsa-Corfu road southbound to the pier.

COR-E
Indulge your senses with the breath-taking panoramic beauty and traditional mountain villages of Corfu during this picturesque, half-day sightseeing excursion across the island.

**Corfu Town, Old Fortress, Palaces of St. Michael and St. George**

Depart the pier for the scenic sightseeing drive around Corfu Town. Along the way, pass by the New Fortress en route to the Old Fortress, which offers magnificent vistas of the town. Continue past the Palaces of St. Michael and St. George, the Esplanade and cricket pitch before heading out through the countryside.

**Mavromatis Koum Kouat, Paleokastritsa, Mountain Village of Lakones, Free Time**

Next, a stop is made at a local, family-run shop and business, Mavromatis Koum Kouat, which specialises in koum kouat products. This small citrus fruit is grown on the island, closely resembles an orange, and is used in liqueurs and jams. Following a tour at Mavromatis Koum Kouat, take in picture-perfect views of Paleokastritsa, which is nestled amidst six small coves, and backed by towering cliffs and colourful olive, lemon and cypress groves. Stop for some free time at an exquisite local where time stands still, the dreamy mountain village of Lakones (Bella Vista).

At the conclusion of your visit, re-board your coach for the approximately 1.5-hour drive back to the pier.

●○○○ ○ code: COR-M
Experience the Old Town of Corfu, an UNESCO World Heritage Site, in a unique new way during this scenic, half-day sightseeing excursion via coach and boat.

**Corfu Old Town Walking Tour, View of the Venetian Forts, Esplanade, Liston Piazza**

Depart the pier for the short drive to the Old Town of Corfu, the island’s capital and an UNESCO World Heritage Site. Upon arrival, take a guided walking tour of the historic Old Town. Along the way, marvel at its Venetian forts, neo-Classical houses, famous Esplanade, one of the largest squares in Europe, and the elegant Liston Piazza, formerly restricted to the aristocracy of Corfu.

**Old Craftsmen’s Workshops, St. Spyridon Church, Charming Alleyways**

Next, proceed to the heart of Corfu Town. Built on the side of a hill, the town contains a labyrinth of small alleyways criss-crossing larger, bustling streets abounding with typical old craftsmen’s workshops. Discover interesting sites like the 16th-century St. Spyridon Church with its red-domed bell tower, municipal buildings and charming narrow alleyways of the Venetian Old Town. Your tour continues with a scenic drive through the lush, verdant countryside en route to Paleokastritsa.

**Paleokastritsa, St. Spyridon Bay, Boat-Ride, Cave Visits, St. Spyridon Bay & Free Time**

In addition to its crystal-clear, blue-green seawater and exquisite beaches, Paleokastritsa is also home to mysterious grottoes, impressive rocks and lovely, calm bays that combine to create one of the most beautiful locales in Greece. Upon arrival, proceed to St. Spyridon Bay and embark a small, awaiting boat for the picturesque, approximately 30-minute ride to a trio of impressive, small caves, Nausika, St. Nicolaos and the Blue Eye. Back at St. Spyridon Bay, approximately 45 minutes of free time is made available for swimming and sunbathing at your leisure, or stopping for food and drinks at a local eatery at your own expense.

At the conclusion of your tour, re-board your coach for the short ride back to the pier.
Experience the exquisite flavours of Corfu on-foot during this leisurely, half-day foodie excursion through the Old Town, an UNESCO World Heritage Site.

**Corfu, Bonati Arch, Old Town Walking Tour, Tastings of Corfiot Cuisine**

Depart the pier for the short drive to the Old Town of Corfu, an UNESCO World Heritage Site. Enter the Old Town through the Bonati Arch, and begin your guided walking tour of the Old Town. Along the way, stops are made for tastings of Corfiot cuisine in local shops, delicatessens and taverns.

**Jewish Quarter, Old Synagogue, Venetian Town Hall, St. Spyridon Church, Bell Tower, Tastings**

Venture into the Jewish Quarter, and pass by a 300-year-old synagogue. Marvel at the late-17th-century, Venetian-styled Town Hall before stopping at Afthonia, a small shop selling locally-made products. Upon arrival, proceed for a tasting of bread with olive oil and Corfiot 'mandola', or caramelised, roasted almonds. Your walking tour resumes past the 16th-century St. Spyridon Church with its red-domed bell tower en route to a nearby delicatessen. Here, sample a spoonful of fresh ice cream flavours.

**Tastings, Liston Piazza & Free Time**

Next, a visit is made to George’s, a traditional store, for a tasting of authentic, smoked 'nouboulo' ham. Afterward, top off your tasting tour at Pergola, a traditional, family-owned tavern serving local wine and 'bourdeto', a spicy fish casserole in paprika-tinged tomato sauce. Following your visit, approximately one hour of free time is made available to explore the Old Town. Stroll the cobbled streets, snap photos of fortresses and palaces, enjoy a coffee whilst relaxing in the elegant Liston Piazza, and/or browse the local shops for souvenirs. At the conclusion of your foodie walk, tastings and sightseeing in the Old Town, return to your coach at the designated time, then commence the short transfer back to the pier.


To view all terms and conditions please visit: [https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html](https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html)
Indulge your senses in a Greek seaside experience while relaxing along the shores of Glyfada, all with the convenience of roundtrip coach transfer. Spend free time at your leisure on the stretch of golden sands of Glyfada. A haven for Greece’s rich and famous, this sandy shore exudes a cosmopolitan ambiance surrounded by crystalline waters and forest-covered hillsides.

Board the coach for an approximate 40-minute drive to Glyfada Beach and enjoy the sun, golden sands and crystal-clear waters. This is a public beach where you will have approximately 3 hours of free time to relax, sunbathe and swim.

Your tour includes a round-trip transfer, two sun beds and one umbrella per couple, complimentary soft drink and an assistance of tour escort.

Afterwards, re-join your coach at the appointed place and time for the return transfer to the pier.

6 - Glyfada Beach Break
Explore the scenic countryside, coastal beauty and Greek village life during this half-day mountain bike adventure on the island of Corfu.

Depart the pier via coach for a 30-minute transfer to a location where you will meet up with your professional instructors and experience rider guides, collect your bike and bike gear and receive all necessary instructions. Your two-hour cycling adventure will commence with a short uphill climb to Kato Korakiana village.

Continuing up the narrow asphalt road to foothills of Mount Pantokrator. In the historic settlement of Ano Korakiana you will relish sweeping views of the valley and then continue pedaling to Agios Markos, an old Venetian settlement known for a lovely Byzantine Chapel and 18th century stone houses, many of which have been carefully restored to their original condition by their owners. Here, hop off your bike at a local taverna where you’ll relax and rejuvenate your energy while enjoying refreshment. A ride along Corfu’s coastline concludes your journey, leading you back to the bike station for your transfer back to the pier.

code: COR-K
8 - Perama Bay Swim & Vidos Island

Relax and unwind amidst the idyllic island beauty of Corfu during this leisurely, half-day, island and beach excursion via boat.

**Boat-Ride to Perama Bay & Swimming**

Depart the pier for the short shuttle transfer to the port terminal, followed by a short walk to your caique-boat moored nearby, across from the terminal. Here, receive your safety instructions, embark your boat and begin your picturesque, approximately 45-minute ride to Perama Bay. Upon arrival, your boat drops anchor so you can enjoy a refreshing swim directly off the boat.

**Vidos Island & Free Time**

Following your swimming stop, embark your boat and head back along the coastline to Vidos Island, located approximately 1.24 miles (about two kilometres) across the water from Corfu. Upon arrival, step ashore and enjoy about two hours of free time at your leisure. You can soak up the warm sun, take a stroll along the rugged shingle beach, swim in the inviting waters of the blue Aegean Sea and/or explore the forest pathways.

**Prison and Mausoleum Ruins**

Once known as the 'Alcatraz of Corfu', Vidos Island is home to the isolated remains of the prison and haunting Serbian Mausoleum. The island also has a taverna, where snacks and refreshments are available at your own expense. At the conclusion of your visit, embark your boat for the ride back to the pier, then re-board the shuttle for the short transfer back to your ship.

© code: COR-L

---

**VIEW MORE ABOUT THIS CRUISE:**

To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
Explore Corfu at your leisure during your full-day (8-hour) sightseeing tour via private car. Customise your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area's highlights.

Depart the pier with your English-speaking guide in an air-conditioned car and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.

Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending on availability. Guides are English-speaking. Participation is limited to 2 guests per car. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program. Please see the Shore Concierge on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary.

This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending on availability. Guides are English-speaking. Participation is limited to 2 guests per car. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program. Please see the Shore Concierge on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary.

●○○○ code: COR-W

To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
10 - Silver Shore Privato: Private Car & Guide (Half-Day)

Explore Corfu at your leisure during your half-day (4-hour) sightseeing tour via private car. Customise your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area's highlights.

Depart the pier with your English-speaking guide in an air-conditioned car and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.

Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending on availability. Guides are English-speaking. Participation is limited to 2 guests per car. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program. Please see the Shore Concierge on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary.

This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending on availability. Guides are English-speaking. Participation is limited to 2 guests per car. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program. Please see the Shore Concierge on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary.

●○○○ code: COR-V
11 - Silver Shore Privato: Private Van & Guide (Full-Day)

Explore Corfu at your leisure during your full-day (8 Hour) sightseeing tour via private van. Customise your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area's highlights.

Depart the pier with your English-speaking guide in an air-conditioned car or van and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.

code: COR-Y

To view all terms and conditions please visit: [https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html](https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html)
Explore Corfu at your leisure during your half-day (4-hour) sightseeing tour via private van. Customise your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area's highlights.

Depart the pier with your English-speaking guide in an air-conditioned van and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.

code: COR-X
DUBROVNIK
Croatia
Monday 17 Aug
15 Excursions in DUBROVNIK

1 - ATV Safari Adventure

Experience the pristine natural beauty of Dubrovnik and its surrounds in a unique new way during this scenic and exhilarating, half-day ATV excursion.

Dubrovnik, Celopeci Village, Guided ATV Safari

Depart the pier for the short walk from the tender pier to your awaiting bus, then depart for the scenic, approximately 30-minute drive to Celopeci Village. Upon arrival, proceed to the starting-point for your ATV safari. Upon arrival, receive your safety and riding instructions, then don your safety helmet and begin your on-and-off-road ATV adventure.

Natural Areas, Fields, Local Villages, Srdi Hill, Breath-Taking Views, Dubrovnik Riviera, Adriatic Sea

Led by your guide, escape from the crowded streets to explore untouched nature and fields, local villages, and breath-taking views. The highlight of the exciting, off-road portion of your excursion is a ride to the top of Srdi Hill. A photo stop here offers spectacular panoramic views over Dubrovnik, the Dubrovnik Riviera and crystal-clear Adriatic Sea.

Bosanka Village, Refreshment Stop

Leaving Srdi Hill, re-board your coach and continue on to the old village of Bosanka. After a refreshment stop here, re-board your ATV and return to the ATV base at Celopaci Village. Upon arrival, re-board your bus and commence the approximately 30-minute drive back to the coach parking area, then return to the pier on-foot.

code: DBV-N

VIEW MORE ABOUT THIS CRUISE:

To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
Explore the crystal waters off Dubrovnik during this half-day aquatic adventure.

The famed sea-explorer and marine biologist, *Jacque Cousteau* once called the Dubrovnik Riviera one of the cleanest and best preserved bodies of water on the planet. Board a zodiac boat at the harbour and begin your own exploration of these crystal waters. Leaving the harbour, cruise along Lokrum Island and the city walls, which provide a very impressive view from the sea. A stop may be made for photos as you continue your cruise along the Lapad Pininsula, passing close by the charming Grebeni Lighthouse towards Kolocep Island. As you cruise along the coast of Kolocep, a stop will be made at the Modra Spilja Cave (Blue Grotto) for snorkelling and swimming for approximately one hour.

Re-boarding your inflatable, continue on to the island to enjoy some beach time on the white sands. You may sunbathe, swim, snorkel, beach comb or take a tube ride on the beautiful bay of Donje Celo.

After approximately 60-minutes of fun in the sun, the scenic cruise will proceed toward the picturesque Zaton Bay at one of the foremost restaurants in Dubrovnik. After snacks, the tour continues toward the Old Town of Dubrovnik for guests to return to the ship.

Please note: Tour involves minimal walking, however guests who enter the water must be in good physical condition and able to swim in water too deep to stand. We suggest wearing a swimsuit under a cover-up, rubber-soled shoes and sun protection. Bring a towel from the ship and extra Kuna if you wish to purchase additional snacks or beverages. Snorkeling equipment is provided.

●●●○ code: DBV-I
Explore the enchanting seaside Cavtat, now home to summer music festivals, once the ancient Roman city of Epidaurus. Over the years Cavtat has been a favourite destination for sailors and yacht enthusiasts. In fact, Edward VIII and Wallace Simpson came here during their honeymoon. Discover her charms with a short introduction followed by some free time.

Cavtat

From the pier in Dubrovnik, depart by coach for Cavtat, located 45 minutes south along the coast. Upon arrival your accompanying guide offers insight to the area followed by free time (approximately 2 hours) to explore on your own and soak up the delightful resort atmosphere. Enjoy a pleasant walk along the beautiful seafront promenade or sip coffee in one of many cafés. Surrounding sites worth a visit include the Baroque church of St. Nikola, the Bogišić's scientific collection, the Vlaho Bukovac Art Gallery, or the Racic Mausoleum, designed by the famous Croatian sculptor Ivan Meštrovic. Cavtat also has several nice beaches nearby if you prefer a day in the sun along the shores of the Adriatic.

Coastal Cruise

At the appointed time, rejoin your guide to begin the return to Dubrovnik by coastal voyage. The scenic cruise by private vessel offers a panoramic view of the southern Croatian coastline en route. Upon arrival in Dubrovnik, accompany the guide through the old city, where a brief walk returns you to the tender pier. If you prefer, you may remain in the city and return on your own later in the day.

●●●●● code: DBV-E


To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
Experience the splendid beauty and landmarks of Dubrovnik in a unique and exciting new way during this half-day buggy safari and cable-car excursion.

Cable Car-Ride up Srdj Hill

Depart the pier for the short walk from the pier to the lower Cable Car Station. Board the cable car and begin your panoramic cable car-ride up towards the upper Cable Car Station on Srdj Hill, which offers breath-taking panoramic vistas over Dubrovnik’s Old Town and Riviera.

Buggy Safari

Upon arrival, receive your tour instructions and safety briefing. Next, board your buggy vehicle and begin your 1-hour, off-road journey around Srdj Hill. Along the way, photo stops are made of your surrounds. Included are remnants from the recent war, as well as fortresses, villages, domestic animals, lush vegetation, and amazing 360° views of the entire Dubrovnik area, islands and mountains behind the hill.

Cable Car-Ride Down Srdj Hill

Following your buggy safari, some free time is made available at the upper Cable Car Station before re-boarding the cable car for the picturesque ride back down to the lower Cable Car Station. Your tour concludes with a short stroll back to the Old Town and pier.

Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of activity, with approximately 984 yards (about 900 metres) of walking and 50 steps to negotiate at the sites visited. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Lightweight, comfortable clothing, flat, closed-toe sport shoes and sun protection are recommended. Guests must be at least 12 years old to participate on this tour. The buggy vehicles are driven by professional off-road drivers and each buggy seats 3 guests; please be aware you might be separated from your partner during the buggy ride. The Buggy Safari may be very bumpy, dusty, and dirty when you drive off-road. Protection gear is provided (helmets and glasses). Space on this tour is extremely limited; we suggest you book well in advance to avoid disappointment.
Explore the many faces of Croatia during this guided walk through Old Dubrovnik, a winery tour and tasting, and a visit to a family home in the fertile Konavle Valley.

Disembark the tender and commence your walking tour of the city with a stroll down the Stradun.

Dominican Monastery and Cathedral

Along the way, a visit is made to the Dominican Monastery and Cathedral. Inside, discover the finest collection of Renaissance paintings in Dubrovnik. Among the many works by local and Italian masters is a painting by Tizian. The cathedral is built on the remains of the original, 12th-century church that was destroyed by a disastrous earthquake in 1667. Today, its treasury contains one of the finest collections of gold and silver artefacts in Europe. Following your walking tour, some free time is made available for you to explore the Old Town at your leisure before re-boarding the coach for the drive to Komaji Village.

Komaji Village

Upon arrival, proceed for a visit to the Crvik family winery. The owner, Andro Crvik, greets your arrival, then gives a presentation about his wines, shows you the production process and invites you to participate in a tasting of his vintages. Following the tasting, re-board your coach and depart for the drive into the picturesque Konavle Valley.

Konavle Valley

Proceed to a rural farming area tucked in the mountains of the Konavle Valley and visit to the typical country home of the Novakovic family. They have lived here for generations and produce grape brandy, olive oil and wine. See how people have lived in this verdant valley for centuries, explore the garden and view the family’s large collection of implements and wine barrels. Next, your gracious hosts serve you a set-menu lunch consisting of local specialities accompanied by wine and a performance of ‘Dalmatian’ music.

Following your visit, re-board your coach for the approximate 30-minute return drive to the pier.

Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking on cobblestone streets in the Old Town, with several steps to negotiate on the approach to the Crvik Winery. Modest clothing recommended; shoulders and knees must be covered to enter religious venues. Guests must be at least 18 years old to participate in tastings of alcoholic beverages.

Please note: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking on cobblestone streets in the Old Town, with several steps to negotiate on the approach to the Crvik Winery. Modest clothing recommended; shoulders and knees must be covered to enter religious venues. Guests must be at least 18 years old to participate in tastings of alcoholic beverages.

View more about this cruise: https://www.silversea.com/destinations/mediterranean-cruise/monte-carlo-to-venice-wh200810009.html

To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
Welcome to King’s Landing and become part of the epic HBO series Game of Thrones.

The Old Town is so stunningly striking that it seems to have leapt directly from the pages of George R. R Martin's addictive series of novels and it is no coincidence that Dubrovnik was also a capital city in its own right - of the now extinct Republic of Ragusa. On this tour, you will be taken through all the parts of the Old City where some of the most memorable scenes from the ongoing cultural phenomenon were filmed.

Old Town of Dubrovnik, Pile Gate, Lovrijenac Fort, City Walls

The sights seen will include The Pile Gate where King Joffrey faced a citizens’ riot and the Lovrijenac fort, where the unsuccessful attack on King's Landing, known as the Battle of Blackwater, took place. All of the filming locations and commentary from your local guide will be accompanied by large, A4-sized photos that show the screen-shot from the appropriate episode and what took place. Of course, the people of Dubrovnik are also fiercely proud of their own fascinating history which your guide will also inform you about, alongside the Game of Thrones commentary.

Tour will conclude at the Stardun (main city street) and will have opportunity to explore the town on your own or take the tender boat back to the ship.

Cryptic Code: DBV-M
Experience the traditional Dubrovnik countryside in this authentic farm-to-table dining experience.

Depart the pier for a scenic, approximately 30-minute journey to Cilipi Village and local family village estate.

Tour of The Rural Estate

Situated in the green and fertile Konavle Valley in an old stone block of houses, this authentic farm estate illustrates Croatian rural life. The family has lived in their traditional-style home for generations, working the land and producing grape brandy, olive oil and wine the same way their ancestors did. This is great opportunity to experience how people have lived in this verdant valley for centuries, explore the garden and view the family’s large collection of implements and wine barrels.

Multi-course, Gourmet Meal with Wine Pairings

After a tour, complete the farm-to-table experience by enjoying these handmade ingredients blended into a painstakingly-produced, multi-course dining experience. This is a unique opportunity to escape from the city and enter the home of true locals that cook the traditional foods of their ancestors with a modern flair. Your gracious hosts and a renowned local Chef will introduce and present local specialties that will be prepared just for you! The food they serve is mainly home-grown and very traditional to the region. During the meal, you will indulge yourself in one of the most famous meals of Konavle area: veal and potatoes baked under the Peka, which is an iron bell covered in hot coals, a cooking method dating back to ancient times. The estate’s family-grown wines will also be paired with the evening’s offerings as the meal progresses.

A transfer of approximately 30 minutes will conclude the evening and return back to the ship.

7 - Garden-to-Table Experience

Multi-course, Gourmet Meal with Wine Pairings

A transfer of approximately 30 minutes will conclude the evening and return back to the ship.

●●●○○  code: DBV-B
Experience the beauty of the Adriatic up close and personal during this half-day kayaking tour. Accompanied by experienced instructor/guides, depart the kayak base in your 2-person sit-on-top ocean kayak to explore caves and the beauties of Lokrum Island.

Fort Lovrjenac
Your half-day adventure on Adriatic sea starts beneath Fort Lovrjenac, famous from its cameos in movies and television programmes due to its well-preserved medieval architecture. You will be transported back to Dubrovnik's golden age when its imposing city walls intimidated potential foes, protecting this prosperous city for centuries.

Lokrum Island
After approximately 45-minutes of easy paddling, arrive at Lokrum Island where free time for swimming or Island exploration will be provided. Lokrum Island is beautifully situated in front of the Old Town of Dubrovnik. Legend has it that Richard the Lion Heart was cast ashore here, after surviving a shipwreck in 1192, while returning from the Crusades. Learn that later, in the 12th century, Benedictine monks built a monastery on the island, which they had occupied for over 600 years. See the remains of a historic monastery, large parts of which were converted into a residence for the Maximillian, Emperor of Mexico, who has owned the island since the 19th century. Just before departing Lokrum Island, enjoy picnic-style snacks and refreshments under the surrounding trees. Continue your kayaking toward Ploce area, Old Town Harbor and City Walls before reaching Pile beach.

City Walls
Upon your return from Lokrum Island, discover why an easy kayak paddle beneath the old city walls is a unique opportunity to get acquainted with Dubrovnik from the seaside. Upon completion of the kayak adventure, return on foot to the tender pier.

code: DBV-G
Explore the Elaphite Archipelago in a unique new way during this sailing adventure along the coast of Croatia.

A sailing boat is the perfect way to discover the Elaphite Archipelago and this personalised adventure is an ideal choice for families, old friends travelling together, or new ones you have met on board the ship at your own pace. Create your own itinerary based on your interests, or let us recommend a most memorable adventure.

The coastline of Croatia is home to charming villages, summer manors and old seamen’s homes - it is an ideal setting for an outing by sea. The area’s numerous islands, inlets and coves are dotted with hidden grottoes and charming seaside hamlets just waiting to be explored. Refreshments are served throughout the voyage. A stop for swimming can be made virtually anywhere along the way; just let your captain know.

Board your awaiting vessel at the pier in Dubrovnik. Once on board, receive your safety and sailing instructions from your captain, then commence your journey along the Elaphite Archipelago. In Grecian times, deer, or elafos, were hunted on these islands, hence their name. Leaving Dubrovnik, sail northwest to the island of Sipan, followed by a brief stop at the harbour of Sudurad. Next, cross the channel southward to Lopud Island for lunch along the seafront, then set sail once again for the journey south to picturesque Kolocep Island. From Kolocep, cross of the channel and return to the pier in Dubrovnik. After disembarking the sailboat, return to the ship.

Please note: This guided outing involves a moderate amount of walking and a motor launch at your disposal. The vessel holds up to eight guests. The itinerary described is only a suggestion; you have the freedom to create your own or modify this version en route. Guests are encouraged to bring an extra set of clothing, a swimsuit, sunscreen, a hat, sunglasses, and a towel from the ship. A restroom is available on board the sailboat. The sailboat has motor power that can be used in case there is no wind. The price of this tour includes transport and guide services only; meals and entrances are at the guests’ own expense. As this tour is priced on a per boat basis, only one person in your party needs to book this programme and the cost of this tour may be split between suites on board the ship. Operation of this tour is dependent upon favourable weather conditions, and it may be cancelled on short notice.


To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
Explore Dubrovnik at your leisure during your full-day (8-Hour) sightseeing tour via private car. Customise your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area's highlights.

Depart the pier with your English-speaking guide in an air-conditioned car and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.

Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending on availability. Guide is English-speaking. Participation is limited to 2 guests per car. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program. Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary.

- Code: DBV-W

To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
Explore Dubrovnik at your leisure during your half-day (4 Hour) sightseeing tour via private car. Customise your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area’s highlights.

Depart the pier with your English-speaking guide in an air-conditioned car and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.

code: DBV-V
Explore Dubrovnik at your leisure during your full-day (8-Hour) sightseeing tour via private van. Customise your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area's highlights.

Depart the pier with your English-speaking guide in an air-conditioned van and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.

Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending on availability. Participation is limited to 6 guests per van. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program. Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary.

●○○○ code: DBV-Y
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>13 - Silver Shore Privato: Private Van &amp; Guide (Half-Day)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explore Dubrovnik at your leisure during your half-day (4-Hour) sightseeing tour via private van. Customise your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area's highlights.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depart the pier with your English-speaking guide in an air-conditioned van and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending on availability. Participation is limited to 6 guests per van. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program. Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>●○○○ code: DBV-X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
Discover the Medieval charms of Old Dubrovnik during a memorable guided walking tour through this historic city.

Depart the pier for the scenic, approximate 15-minute drive to Old Dubrovnik. Upon arrival at the Pile Gate, leave the coach behind and commence your walking tour of the city with a stroll down the Stradun.

Dominican Monastery and Cathedral

Along the way, a visit is made to the Dominican Monastery and Cathedral. Inside, discover the finest collection of Renaissance paintings in Dubrovnik. Among the many works by local and Italian masters is a painting by Tizian. The cathedral is built on the remains of the original, 12th-century church that was destroyed by a disastrous earthquake in 1667. Today, its Treasury contains one of the finest collections of gold and silver artefacts in Europe.

City Highlights

Some of the other buildings to be viewed from the outside are the Sponza Palace, noted for its column courtyard with elaborate stone carvings, the Rector's Palace, Maritime Museum, Church of Saint Blaise, and Onofriou's Fountain. Following your walking tour, you may opt to re-board the coach and return directly to the ship, or remain in town for further exploration and shopping, and return via the shuttle at your leisure.

Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of walking on cobbled streets in the Old Town, with several steps to be negotiated at the entrance of the Dominican Monastery. It is not recommended for guests with limited mobility or those who utilise a wheelchair. A minimum number of guests per guide is required to operate this programme. Modest clothing recommended, shoulders and knees must be covered.

●●○○ code: DBV-A
Embrace the natural beauty and traditions of Croatia during this scenic, half-day excursion to the lush Konavle Valley.

**Dubrovnik, Ljuta, Konavle Valley, Stamp Mills, Old Water Mill, Stone Mill Demonstration**

Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately 45-minute drive through small, picturesque villages en route to the Konavle Valley, and a visit to Ljuta. Upon arrival, proceed for a visit to the Old Water Mill, Mlinica Dvori, which is still in use today. Experience a look into traditional Croatian life during this tour, and demonstration of an historic, water-powered stone mill. The mill system was extremely important for the economy of Konavle and the Dubrovnik Republic as a whole. The river and its upper streams are now protected as public parklands, with its mills preserved as historical and cultural monuments to the traditional way of life dating back to the 15th century. Following your tour, refreshments of orange juice, homemade liqueur and dried figs are served.

**Gruda Village, Antonia Ruskovic Attelier, Traditional Silk Production, Interactive Silk Demonstration**

Next, re-board your coach and continue on towards Gruda Village, where Antonia Ruskovic has kept up the tradition of handcrafted silk production. Silk is one of the oldest textile fibres known to mankind, and, during the Roman Empire, it was sold for its weight in gold. Here in the Konavle Valley, near Dubrovnik, women continue this process not for profit, but for the sake of tradition. During your guided tour, learn about an explanation of the whole process, from cocoon-boiling to thread-reeling, dyeing, plying, weaving, and embroidering. Following your tour, you are invited to partake in this tradition by producing a thread of silk yourself, then served refreshments of tea, homemade liqueur, soft drinks and homemade chocolate cake.

**Old Town Walking Tour**

After re-boarding your coach, drive back toward Dubrovnik. A stop is made along the way for a guided walking tour of the Old Town. At the conclusion of your visit, you may opt to re-board your coach and commence the short drive back to the pier, or remain in the Old Town for further exploration and return to the ship on your own.

**code: DBV-H**
### 1 - Diocletian's Split & Olive Oil Tasting

Discover a wonderful blend of Old and New World architecture during this picturesque sightseeing walking tour of Split.

**Diocletian Palace**

Your walking tour commences with a visit to the Diocletian Palace. Old Split is synonymous with the palace complex. In fact, the Old Town is built on and around the spectacular palace erected by the Roman emperor Diocletian, who was born in nearby Salona. Upon entering the palace, see the excavated, well-preserved basement halls.

**Cathedral of St. Duje**

Next, proceed along the colonnaded peristyle to the Neo-Romanesque cathedral of St. Duje, dedicated to the patron saint of the city. The cathedral, built on the remains of an ancient shrine, is considered to be among the oldest in the world.

**Ethnographical Museum**

Ethnographical Museum which is situated in the very heart of Diocletian Palace, actually in the Emperor’s Apartment. Museum itself, as building, is very interesting since it is a combination of a beautiful medieval house and imperial rooms. It houses a valuable collection of clothes, dresses and gowns, but also gives an interesting picture of life in Split throughout centuries.

**Uje Bar & Olive Oil Tasting**

Afterwards, walk to the Uje Oil Bar, the first Croatian olive oil bar completely dedicated to the Mediterranean food based on olive oil. Trained olive oil master will guide you through the World of olives from the ancient tradition to the modern production. Learn how to smell, taste and enjoy three different types of oil, pairing them with fleur de sel and aceto balsamico.

Following your visit, you may remain in town for further independent exploration.

*code: SPL-C*
2 - Discovering Hvar Island by RIB-Boat

Explore the beautiful island and town of Hvar via the Dalmatian Coast during this scenic excursion by RIB-boat and on-foot.

**Split, Dalmatian Coast and Cruise to Hvar Island**

Depart the pier aboard a rigid-inflatable boat (RIB) for a scenic, approximately 75-minute cruise along the lovely Dalmatian coast en route to Hvar, the longest Croatian island. Year-round, the sun pours down on Hvar, making its limestone towns sparkle amidst the green hills, rocky terrain and cobalt blue sea.

**Hvar Town Walking Tour, Arsenal, First Community Theatre, Bell Towers, Piazza**

Upon arrival, disembark the boat and proceed for a guided walking tour of Hvar Town, which sports a thick-walled fortress overlooking the harbour. In the very heart of the port is a large arsenal that houses Europe's first community theatre, built in 1612. Three bell towers soar above the jumble of tiled rooftops, pointing to the source of Hvar's magic; the sun and limitless blue skies. In the town, the streets and people converge in an expansive piazza, the largest in all of Dalmatia. This pedestrian-only area connects the older part of town to the 15th-century side. This is a pedestrian-only area.

**Refreshments, Free Time and Cruise to Split**

Following your guided walking tour of Hvar, proceed for a refreshment stop. Afterward, some free time is made available to explore the town at your leisure. At the conclusion of your visit, re-board your boat and commence the approximately 75-minute cruise back to the pier.

- - - code: SPL-A

---


To view all terms and conditions please visit: [https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html](https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html)
Experience the exquisite natural beauty and flavours of Krka National Park and its surrounds during this picturesque, full-day sightseeing excursion.

**Split, Karst Hinterland, Krka National Park, Boat-Cruise, Visovac Island, Franciscan Monastery**

Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately 1.5-hour drive through the karst Dalmatian hinterland en route to Krka National Park. Upon arrival, embark a boat for the short cruise to Visovac Island. During its stormy history, Visovac was, and has remained, an island of peace and prayer. During your guided walking tour of the island, visit the Franciscan Monastery of Our Lady of Mercy. A fortress of spirituality and faith, it is one of the key foundation stones of the survival of the Croats and preservation of the Croatian national identity. The monastery possesses a significant archaeological collection, a collection of historical church linens and dishes, and a rich library with many valuable books and incunabula.

**Church of Our Lady of Visovac, Painting of the Virgin, Roski Slap (Krka) Waterfalls**

Next, visit the Church of Our Lady of Visovac, which has stood here since 1445. The centre of worship for the Mother of God at Visovac is the painting of the Virgin. According to the legend, the Franciscans brought the painting with them when they were forced to flee Bosnia during the Turkish invasions, and they found new shelter at Visovac. Due to the centuries of worship of Our Lady, the island of Visovac is also called Our Lady’s Island. Leaving the island, embark your boat for the return boat-ride, then re-board your coach and drive to the Roski Waterfall. The sixth and second-to-last waterfall, Roški Slap (Krka) Waterfalls, is exceptionally interesting due to its cascades and distinctively rich canyon vegetation, which comes in contact with the dry, light, moist and shady habitats.

**Mills, Pillar, Valjavica**

On both riverbanks, there are numerous mills, several of which have been restored and returned to their original function. Next to the mills, there is a renovated pillar for wool production and a valjavica for washing fabrics. They have a special cultural and historical significance, and, as such, are monuments of rural architectural and trade history. Due to their primary function and expression of rural life, these structures are considered to be ethnographic monuments.

**Plastova Village, Sladic Winery, Wine Tasting with Local Specialities**

Next, re-board your coach and continue on to Plastovo Village for a visit to the Sladic Winery. This family winery is truly dedicated to the preservation of their heritage. Accordingly, they produce wines from their own vineyards, made exclusively from indigenous varieties of the Skradin area. Upon arrival, proceed for a tasting of their delicious wines paired with local specialities, including homemade bread, vegetables, extra virgin olive oil, and spices that have been sourced from the Sladic and other gardens. Following this delicious wine-and-food tasting, re-board your coach and commence the approximately 1.5-hour drive back to the pier.

© code: SPL-K


To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
Experience the Old World splendour of one of the most beautiful Croatian towns during this memorable visit to historic Trogir.

Depart the pier for the scenic, approximate 45-minute drive northwest along the Split Riviera en route to Trogir. En route, proceed through the Kastela area, a fertile region of vineyards, orchards and vegetable gardens. People have lived here in early settlements near the coast and around castles built during the 15th and 16th centuries.

Trogir
Situated on a small island, Trogir is squeezed between the mainland and the larger island of Ciovo, and is accessible via a bridge. Upon arrival, leave your coach and walk across the bridge. Trogir, a veritable open-air museum, was named a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1997. It features narrow, cobblestone passageways winding between Medieval buildings and Renaissance-era palaces, along with spectacular stone houses, churches, monasteries, towers, city walls, and green parks. Sites to be seen during your guided walking tour of the city include the Town Loggia, Town Hall and Cipiko Palace.

Cathedral of St. Lawrence
Next, visit the Cathedral of St. Lawrence. This 13th-century building is considered to be one of the finest examples of sacral architecture in Croatia. Its unusual construction with three naves and semicircular apses dominates the town. A local artist, Radovan, carved the famous main portal in the 13th century.

Refreshment and Free Time
Your walking tour will conclude with refreshing drink, coffee and delicious Trogir style cookies, called Trogirska rafioli, served at the charming terrace situated in the center of the Trogir Old Town. After the refreshment stop, enjoy approximately one hour of free time to explore the town at your own leisure.

Following your visit, re-board the coach for the approximate 45-minute return drive to the pier.

4 - Picturesque Town of Trogir

VIEW MORE ABOUT THIS CRUISE:

To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
Experience the magnificent Cetina River in a unique new way during this exhilarating, full-day river-rafting excursion.

Pensici Village and Cetina River

Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately 1.5-hour drive to Pensici Village. Upon arrival, proceed to the river-raft launching point on the Cetina River. After receiving your tour information and safety instructions, don your rafting equipment, embark your raft and begin your three-hour, 6.8-mile (11-kilometre) guided ride down the magnificent Cetina River.

Cetina River-Rafting

During your exhilarating river-rafting journey, marvel at the beauty of the river, which is surrounded by a pristine natural environment that includes cascades, lakes, lush vegetation, underground tunnels, high cliffs rising to 590 feet (180 metres), canyons, and the 131-foot-high (40-metre-high) Gubavica Waterfall. You can also swim at a few of the stops along the way. The white-water grade is between two-and-three, and your guides are on-hand to offer assistance throughout the tour.

Lunch

Following your river rafting excursion, proceed for lunch at Radmanove Mlinice, a riverside restaurant. After lunch, re-board your coach and commence the approximately 45-minute drive back to the pier.

●●●●● code: SPL-H
Take a thrilling boat ride to visit the past and beauty of the sea during this half-day outing.

Departing the pier, begin your tour with a fast inflatable boat ride along the Split Riviera towards the Town of Trogir, situated on a small island squeezed in between the mainland and the larger island of Ciovo.

The tiny island is connected to the mainland with a bridge. Except for the green parks, the entire island is occupied by spectacular constructions of stone-houses, palaces, churches, monasteries, towers, walls etc. The streets are narrow and they truly give a feel of how life may have been in the old days.

Trogir

During your visit, see the main attraction in Trogir - the Cathedral of St. Lawrence. This 13th-century building is probably the finest example of sacral architecture in Croatia. The unusual construction with three naves and three semi-circular apses dominates the whole town. Other fine buildings that will be viewed are the Town Loggia, the Town Hall, the Cipiko Palace etc.

Duga Uvala Beach

Depart Trogir on your inflatable boat toward Duga Uvala Beach at Ciovo Island. At the completion of an approximate 10-minute cruise, you find yourself at the beautifully secluded bay with a pebble beach, crystal waters and nice beach bar. Here, time will be afforded for swimming and snacks (approximately 2.5 hrs) before re-joining your boat for the cruise back to Split.

code: SPL-G

To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
Explore Split at your leisure during your full-day (8-Hour) sightseeing tour via private car. Customise your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area's highlights.

Depart the pier with your English-speaking guide in an air-conditioned car and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.

Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending on availability. Participation is limited to 2 guests per car. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program. Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary.

●●●● code: SPL-W
Explore Split at your leisure during your half-day (4 Hour) sightseeing tour via private car. Customise your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area's highlights.

Depart the pier with your English-speaking guide in an air-conditioned car and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.

Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending on availability. Participation is limited to 2 guests per car. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program. Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary.

●●●● code: SPL-V
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9 - Silver Shore Privato: Private Van &amp; Guide (Full-Day)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explore Split at your leisure during your full-day (8-Hour) sightseeing tour via private van. Customise your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area's highlights.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depart the pier with your English-speaking guide in an air-conditioned van and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending on availability. Participation is limited to 6 guests per van. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program. Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- code: SPL-Y
10 - Silver Shore Privato: Private Van & Guide (Half-Day)

Explore Split at your leisure during your half-day (4-Hour) sightseeing tour via private van. Customise your own itinerary or choose to see an overview of the area's highlights.

Depart the pier with your English-speaking guide in an air-conditioned van and discover the city and surrounding areas at your own pace. Your exclusive tour concludes back at the pier.

Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending on availability. Participation is limited to 6 guests per van. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program. Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary.

●●●● code: SPL-X
11 - Split Cooking Class

Learn the secrets to preparing authentic Dalmatian cuisine during this interactive, half-day cooking excursion with lunch in Split.

Split, Diocletian Palace, and Fruit, Vegetable and Fish Markets

Depart the pier with your guide for the short walk past the Diocletian Palace and along the cobblestone streets of Split en route to the bustling, vibrant fruit, vegetable and fish markets. Fresh ingredients are then selected, and brought to the Dalmatian cooking venue. Whilst not as elaborate or exotic as other European cuisines, Dalmatian cuisine is a true reflection and ideal blend of bygone times. Prepared with local organic ingredients and influenced by many, it is traditional, harmonious and refreshing.

Cooking Venue and Interactive Cooking Class with Lunch

Upon arrival at the cooking venue, begin your interactive cooking class. This fun-filled, hands-on lesson is almost a garden-to-table experience, and represents a unique way to learn about the culinary side of Croatia. Assist in the preparation of the ingredients and fish entree, then enjoy a lunch consisting of the seafood dish you have helped to prepare, which is accompanied by wine. At the conclusion of your visit, commence the short walk back to the pier.

●●●● code: SPL-I

VIEW MORE ABOUT THIS CRUISE:

To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
Discover the splendid Old World beauty, art and landmarks of Croatia during a scenic walking tour through Split, a look at the art of Croatia's most renowned sculptor and a river cruise with lunch in a picturesque village.

Depart the pier for the brief transfer into Central Split. Upon arrival, leave your coach and commence your walking tour through the city.

Diocletian Palace and St. Duje Cathedral
Visit the Diocletian Palace and St. Duje Cathedral. Old Split is synonymous with the palace complex. In fact, the Old Town is built on and around the spectacular palace erected by the Roman emperor Diocletian, who was born in nearby Salona. Upon entering the palace, see the excavated, well-preserved basement halls. Next, proceed along the colonnaded peristyle to the Neo-Romanesque cathedral of St. Duje, dedicated to the patron saint of the city. The cathedral, built on the remains of an ancient shrine, is considered to be among the oldest in the world.

After a visit to the nearby Temple of Jupiter, re-board your coach for the drive to the Mestrovic Gallery.

Mestrovic Gallery
Ivan Mestrovic is considered the greatest Croatian sculptor of all times. A large part of his impressive work is displayed in his house, which now also serves as a gallery. Built in Split between 1931 and 1939, the house served as a home for his family for many years. Mestrovic himself drew the original plans, which were based on his own design. The gallery houses 86 sculptures and reliefs in marble, bronze and wood, along with three oil paintings and 15 drawings. Another eight bronze sculptures are exhibited in the park in front of the building.

Cetina River Cruise
Next, re-board your coach for the coastal drive to the town of Omis. Upon arrival in Omis, proceed to the Cetina River. This swift mountain river meanders through numerous picturesque canyons before reaching the sea. Upon arrival at the banks of the Cetina River, embark on a scenic, approximate 35-minute cruise en route to a riverside restaurant for lunch accompanied by regional wines. After lunch, re-board the coach for the approximate 30-minute return drive to the pier.
Explore breathtaking and diverse Romanesque, Renaissance and Baroque style architecture and history in not one but two UNESCO World Heritage cities, Trogir and Split. You will also get to visit the incredible Diocletian’s Palace - the best Roman Ruins on the Eastern side of the Adriatic.

Panoramic Drive, Historic Centre of Trogir, Kamerlengo Castle

Start your discovery with a panoramic drive to the charming town of Trogir which was settled by Greek colonists around the 3rd century BC. Escorted by your tour guide, you will enjoy a memorable stroll along the ancient streets in the heart of the city, peppered with a fascinating blend of Romanesque, Renaissance and Baroque architecture. While in Trogir, stop to see the majestic Kamerlengo Castle from outside. This incredibly massive fortress was built in the 15th century by the Republic of Venice and has an intriguing history to be shared. Afterwards, enjoy approximately 45-minutes of free time to explore the town at your own leisure.

After your visit to Trogir, you will once again enjoy a scenic drive along the beautiful Adriatic en-route to Split. Along the way, your tour guide will point out important roman ruins and historical sites to truly give you an idea of the wonderful treasures hidden here.

Split Old Town & Diocletian’s Palace

Upon arrival in Split, you will head out to explore the very heart of the city with your tour guide. Among other things, visit the incredible ruins of the Diocletian’s Palace which was completed in 305 AD for the Roman Emperor. These are the best Roman Ruins on the Eastern side of the Adriatic. Walk/roll along the ancient pathways through the beautiful arches and columns that make up the above ground section of the ruins, and enjoy an opportunity to go underground to the fascinating cellars beneath the Palace.

Following your visit, you may remain in town for further independent exploration.

code: SPL-M


To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html
This accessible shore excursion gives you an opportunity to explore breathtaking and diverse Romanesque, Renaissance and Baroque style architecture and history in not one but two UNESCO World Heritage cities, Trogir and Split. You will also get to visit the incredible Diocletian’s Palace - the best Roman Ruins on the Eastern side of the Adriatic.

Panoramic Drive, Historic Centre of Trogir, Kamerlengo Castle

Start your tour by meeting your tour guide and accessible van at the Split cruise dock. From here, you will head out on a panoramic drive to the charming town of Trogir which was settled by Greek colonists around the 3rd century BC. Escorted by your tour guide, you will enjoy a memorable stroll along the ancient streets in the heart of the city, peppered with a fascinating blend of Romanesque, Renaissance and Baroque architecture. While in Trogir, stop to see the majestic Kamerlengo Castle from outside. This incredibly massive fortress was built in the 15th century by the Republic of Venice and has an intriguing history to be shared.

After your visit to Trogir, you will once again enjoy a scenic drive along the beautiful Adriatic en-route to Split. Along the way, your tour guide will point out important roman ruins and historical sites to truly give you an idea of the wonderful treasures hidden here.

Split Old Town & Diocletian's Palace

Upon arrival in Split, you will head out to explore the very heart of the city with your tour guide. Among other things, visit the incredible ruins of the Diocletian’s Palace which was completed in 305 AD for the Roman Emperor. These are the best Roman Ruins on the Eastern side of the Adriatic. Walk/roll along the ancient pathways through the beautiful arches and columns that make up the above ground section of the ruins, and enjoy an opportunity to go underground to the fascinating cellars beneath the Palace.

*= code: SPL-O
VENICE
Italy
Wednesday 19 Aug

1 Excursions in VENICE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 - Venetian Panorama (Tour &amp; Airport Transfer)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guests with flights departing after 3:30 p.m. from Venice Marco Polo Airport can explore the beautiful panorama of Venice, an UNESCO World Heritage Site, during this picturesque sightseeing excursion via boat.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Venice, Scenic Boat Cruise**

After disembarking the ship, proceed to the Debarkation Lounge, collect your luggage and proceed through Customs. After exiting Customs, meet your local licensed Escort outside the sliding doors of the terminal exit, complete the luggage-storing procedure, then begin the walk to the Pier Pontoon and embark the tour boat.

**Giudecca Canal, St. George's Island, Venice Lagoon and Canal, San Servolo, San Lazzaro, Lido**

Your scenic sightseeing cruise glides along the broad Giudecca Canal to St. George's Island, then proceeds across the southern Venice Lagoon. Along the way, pass by the beautiful islands of San Servolo and San Lazzaro, famous for its ancient Armenian Monastery. Continue along a portion of the Lido, a long strip of land dividing the Venice Lagoon from the Adriatic Sea. From here, enter the canal separating two islands that are very important to the people of Venice: Le Vignole, a favourite place for leisurely Sunday picnics, and Sant'Erasmo, where fruits and vegetables are grown for local consumption.

**Murano Island, Arsenale, St. Mark's Square, Church of San Pietro di Castello**

Next, see the island of Murano, renowned for its glass manufacturing. Cruising back towards Venice, see the Arsenale, a vast, walled dockyard in eastern Venice, which was once the most efficient industrial complex in Europe during the Serenissima Republic. Your panoramic tour also passes by the ancient Church of San Pietro di Castello, the city’s cathedral until the beginning of the 19th century and the exquisite St. Mark’s Basin. Upon returning to port, disembark the boat and recollect you luggage from storage, then board your coach and commence the approximately 30-minute transfer to Venice’s Marco Polo Airport for your flight home.

Please note: This tour involves a minimal amount of walking and is recommended for guests with limited mobility able to negotiate a few steps to get on/off the coach and embark/disembark the boat. This tour is not suitable for guests prone to motion sickness, and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun protection are recommended. Guests are advised to bring a bottle of water from the ship. The fee for luggage storage at the pier is included for a maximum of three pieces of luggage/handbags per guest; an additional fee of €5 for extra bags is paid in cash directly by guests at their own expense. This is a non-stop tour and the restroom facilities on the boat are not guaranteed. The tour sequence may vary.

Please note: This tour involves a minimal amount of walking and is recommended for guests with limited mobility able to...
negotiate a few steps to get on/off the coach and embark/disembark the boat. This tour is not suitable for guests prone to motion sickness, and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun protection are recommended. Guests are advised to bring a bottle of water from the ship. The fee for luggage storage at the pier is included for a maximum of three pieces of luggage/handbags per guest; an additional fee of €5 for extra bags is paid in cash directly by guests at their own expense. This is a non-stop tour and the restroom facilities on the boat are not guaranteed. The tour sequence may vary.

●○○○ code: VCE-I

To view all terms and conditions please visit: https://www.silversea.com/terms-and-conditions.html